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Is the Caaada - Unitcd States Tradt Agreement of 1989 woaÿng? Sincc market 

integration is a prerequisitc to the -on of the benefits h m  esdt libdization, a 

act trade area mode1 predictiag producer pRce equalisation underlies the empirical 

approach used in tbis study. Producer pr ie  inciexes in Canada and the United States are 

tested for trends, smrairal breaks, cointegdon, and oonvcrgaice prior to and ova the 

period during which the trade agreement hss ken implemented. The fin- are 

inconclusive in that while then is no stmng evidence of producer price equhtion, thcm 

is w compeliing evidence that price convergence is not taLing piace. The research 

indicates that as there is no established methoci to test for price equatization during 

periods of economic disequilibrium, the indirect tests which are avdable may not 

provide a definitive aiiswer as to whether trade agreements are producing the result 

predicted by economic theory. 
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 

1. The Canada - United States Trade Agreement 

The Canada - US Trade Agreement (CUSTA) went into effect January 1,1989 

and set new standards and d e s  for trade in goods. It also dealt with a broad range of 

issues in international commercial nlations such as trade in senrices, govanmmt 

procurement, non-tariff barriers to trade, and a dispute resolution system. Although wide 

in scope, one central component of the CUSTA was the removd of tariffs. For sectors 

judged ready to compete, e s  on various commodities were eiiminated immediateiy, 

while tariffs in other sectors would be reduced to zero over either a five-year or a ten-year 

period. This on-going process, dong with the other measures in the agreement, had many 

practical and theoretical implications. Important practical implications or goals for 

Canada were securing a larger &et for its products and assurances of greater certainty 

of access to that market (McLachlan, Apupo, and Kerr, 1989). One of the interesting 

theoretical implications which can be derived fiom these two goals is that cornmodity 

markets in Canada and the United States should become more integrated. Before 

ddressing the issues mounding such a general theoreticai implication, it is worthwhilc 

to examine some of the existing evidence regarding the effdveness of the CUSTA 

1.1 Evidence Regarding the Effeetivenes of the CUSTA 

In part, this thesis is motivated by an attempt to improve upon the anadotal 

evidence whîch is ofken used to suggest that a fke aade ares (FTA) is performing weU, 



but which i ~ i n  fact limited in its usefùln&. In this context, andotal evidarce is meant 

to desaibe foas which might indicate sucassfiil pdomiance ofa FTA, but because this 

evidence lacks the testable hypothesis of a wd defmed economic theory, its cause and 

effect cannot be ascertaiaed with reasonable certainty. Evidence in this fonn is used 

evexyday in newspapers and other media as weiî as academic publications as andota l  

evidence to support or dismiss the eikxiveness of trade agreements such as the CUSTA 

This section provides some anecdotal Nidence to suggest that the CUSTA is perfonning 

weil, and as a result provides the motivation to test a more formal hypothesis wncerning 

the progres of economic integration. 

One example of anecdotal evidence regardhg the CUSTA is presented in Tables 

1.1, 1.2, and 1.3. This uiformation was presented in Daniel Schwm's (1993) trade 

policy cornmentary. Table 1.1 descn'bes some Canadian and international trends nom 

1989 to 1992. Two major points can be derived fiom the information in this table. The 

6rst point is that even though the United States growth in GDP ranks Iast among the four 

intemational regions, the percentage growth in the value of merchandise exports &om 

Canada to the United States has been over f i e  thes as high over the same penod The 

second point of note is th& the growrh of Canada's merchandise Unports fiom the United 

States mked ody tbird (albeit a close third) arnong the four regions. Together, the two 

points couid posniy suggest that the CUSTA has aiiowed Canada's strong export ties 

with the US to continue to grow without h a . g  to give up any import ties to otha 

regïons. Table 1.2 compares the p w t h  in the value of Canadian merchandise exports 

which were IaalLed by the CUSTA with those which weren't liieraiized by the 



CUSTA. Cher the @od 1989 to 1992, Canadiria exports to îhe US in sectors liaaalued 

by îhe CUSTA iaarssed apptoximateIy 33% in vaiue while th inamse to the test of the 

worid in these same sectors was ody about 2%. Fiirthermorc, the growth in the value of 

exports in the liberalized sectors far outpaced that of the exports in the non-libaalized 

sectors. Table 13 makes the same cornparison as Table 1 2  exapt that they are the 

values for rsnadian merchandise imports ratha than experts. SimiIar to the pmious 

results, Table 13 shows once again t h  the growth in the d u c  of imports h m  ihc US at 

28% was fiu ahead of the p w t h  in the value of irnporrp fiam the rest of the world at 

10%. A h ,  likralipd import sectors showed much higher growth in value than non- 

liberaIWd sectors. Schwanen uses this evidence to suggest thai, The g e n d  dVection 

apparent in Caaada's export and import data adable  four years into the FTA confirms 

the trends alrrady evident in 1992. Many of Canada's goods and services industries sean 

to have met with success in the US market under ûee ûade." (Schwanen, 1993, p. 1 1) . 
The US has traditionaiiy been Canada's largest trading partner and one might wonder 

whethcr these pst-1989 values are significantly diffetent, in a statistical sense, h m  the 

pn-1989 values. This is just one among many possible questions and aiticisms the use 

of andotai evidenct could raise 

12 The Problem 

The mecdotal evidmce appean to suggest that CUSTA may k working as it was 

intended. The problem is that a more rigorous approach bascd on sound ecanomic th#,ry 

Û requinxi to maLe a r h  an assertion with masonable œrtahty. A kacr tmdcmtadhg of 



TabIe 1.1 Gbbd Economk Treds in the Vdue of C d 9 s  Exports md Imporb 
by Region, 1989 to 1992 

Percentage Change 1989-1992 
7 Southeast 

United Ellfopt J a ~ a n  hian Countrits 
States (OECD) 

Red GDP +42 +8.8 +15.6 + 3 W  
hitchrisingp~~a -1.8 -16.9 
of Canadiandollar 
Value of +243 +4.8 
mtrehandrSe 
exports h m  
caxlada 
Value of 
merchandise 
impacts into 
Canada 

Schwanen, 1993, p.5 



Table 1.2 Eronomic Tma& in Sceton of Merchaadise Exports Both Libeirlizcd 
aad Not Libemiized by CUSTA, 1989 to 1992 

Type of Export Value in 1992 % Exported % Change in % Change in 
(S biliions) to the Exportstothe Exportsto 

United Statcs United States Othet 
Couxltries 

Changes in Canada's Merchadse Exports-Not L i k a b d  by CUSTA, 1989-92 
NanitalGas 4.730 100 60.1 tta. 
0th energy 2.424 33 -133 -14.6 
Othe Cnide produc@ 4.403 37 -15.1 -26.8 
Lumber 6.544 65 223 182 
Puip & newsprint 11.371 64 -21.2 -10.5 
Fcrtilizer 1 .552 67 13.6 -3 1.4 
Agric. machinery 0.561 87 -23.2 8.4 
Ships air, & parts 4.014 73 41.6 '42.2 
Other end products 3.282 86 63.1 78.8 
Total 38.88 1 67 9.0 -8.2 

Changes in Canada's Merchdise Exports-Likralued by CUSTA, 1989-92 
Meat & Dairy 2.672 79 63.7 8.5 
Fish 1.926 55 -1 3.3 -6.6 
m e r  food 7.737 27 74.6 4.2 
k e f a g s  0.773 91 62.9 5.0 
ûther d e  material 3.832 35 112.8 -1 1.2 
WoodWricating 1.360 87 30.8 -0.8 
material 
Paper, excluding 2.504 80 96.1 35.4 
newsprint 
Textile materiais 
Chernicals 
Chernical products 
h n  & steel 
ûther basic products 
Industrial machinery 
Office & telecomm 
Equipment 
ûther eqt, tools 
ûther finish goods 4.3 16 74 41.1 -5.5 
Totai 71 -699 69 33.4 1 .9 
Schwanen, 1993, pp 6.7 



Table 13 Economk Trends in Sceton of Mtrchaadise lnporb Both Likdzd 
and Not Liberdiid by CUSTA, 1989 to lm 

Type of Import Value in 1992 % Importeci % Change in % Change in 
(S billions) totbt Importstothe Importsto 

United States United States Othcr 
- - - - - - - - 

Changes in Canada's Merchandise hports-Not Likraüud by CUSTA, 1989-92 
Cnide food & f d  1.350 50 12.7 19.0 
Mer cnrde mt&h 3.348 74 -7.1 1.9 
F a b r i d  products 3.065 78 -14.9 -14.1 
I ~ u t m  m a ~ h i n ~ ~ y  1.362 64 -32.5 -383 
Agric machinery 1387 75 -133 -26.8 
Aircraft 3.667 66 -20.2 - 16.8 
Medical & s a f i  eqt 1.051 76 19.4 52.5 
Printed material 1.719 86 3 1 .O '23.4 
Other transactions 5.379 64 61.8 75.5 
Total 22.328 70 0.7 4.9 

Changes in Canada's Machandise Imports-Liberalucd by CUSTA, 1989-92 
Meatgtdakyptods t .O88 61 94.1 2.1 
~ r e s h  f i t  Br veg 
Processedfd&bev 
Crude materials 
Textile material 
C hemicals 
Petroleum products 
Steel 
Basic fabricated metal 
0th fabric. material 
Indust machin 
Nonauto transp~rt 
equipment 
Office & Telecomm 17.885 57 29.7 59.0 
Mer equiprnent 10.55 1 73 21 .O 24.3 
Clothing 3.915 12 123.1 16.7 
Fumiture, fûrnishing 2,027 68 100.7 -2.1 
M e r  howhold goad 3.588 43 83.4 - 29.1 
mer end prcxi~cfs 6.514 63 48.9 11.2 
Total 88.187 63 28.4 10.1 



the problem caa. be gaineci by spccifying &e W t i o n  of cconomic -on more 

closely. 

In everyday language, integration is defincd as bringhg togaha of parts into a 

whole. In the economic literature, the terni "economic integration" does not haw such a 

clear cut meaning. At one extteme, the mne u c b n œ  of W e  rciaîions M 

independent national economies is considerd a fom of cconornic integraiion. At the 

other m e ,  it is takcn to mean the cornpletc unification of national cconomks. 

Economic integraiion is &finui h a t  as a pnicess and as a state of afiàirs. As a proctss, 

it encompasses meesuns desiped to ei imhte preferential treatment between economic 

sectors thaî belong to différent national states (e.g. quantitative restrictions, subsidies, and 

tarie). As a state of affairs, it represents the general changes, due to the o v e d  lower 

number of barners effeaing trade ktw#n national ecoaomies. This peper assumes that 

the CUSTA is a proccss which should have some effcct on the g c n d  state of &airs. 

That is, the proccss of eiiminating disauninato * .  y tariffs between sectors in Cansda and 

the US, and securing access to larger markets should have certain measUrable effects on 

the general economy. By taking a tigorou~ eppmach to the modehg and measurement of 

these e f f i ,  one may k able to cietennint with greater smety whefher or not CUSTA is 

working as it was intended. 

13 TheRamamhHypothds 

It is the pcmise of this papa that CUSTA as a process has led a a statc of- 

baween Caaeda and United States in which the producer prie indtx of each country is 



both cointegrated and converging with the other. If such a state of affairs does ex&, thm 

it can be said that CUSTA has led to two more closely integrated econornies, and as a 

result one of the prerequisites for the CUSTA workuig as it was intendeci has been 

attained, 

1.4 Outiint of Thesis 

A &a trade area (FTA) is essentiaüy defined as one in which tarBk (and 

quantitative import restrictions) among participating coumries are eliminated, while each 

country retains its own tariffs against non-manbers. There are many ways to analyse the 

performance of the trade agreements which establish fkee trade areas. Some researchers 

have looked at e x p s t  issues such as "upstream" produaivity gains (Tybout and 

Westbrook, 1995), and c'downstream'7 product market performance (Hazeldine and 

Murphy, 1996). m e r  studies have attempteâ, =-ante, to rnodel possible gains ikom 

goods market integration (de Groof and van Tuijl. 1993) or the possible effect on gains 

Born nation size and transporration costs (Shachmutove and Spiegel, 1995). The goal of 

this thesis is to apply the wnornic theory of FTAs and make an interim statistical 

assessment of producer pkce equalization d u ~ g  the implementabion of the CUSTA 

The ht step in the assessment is the laying out of a model of a FTA which 

incorporates the basic structure ofthe CUSTA The rnodel diows one to buiid a 

theoraically acceptabLe measure of price equaluation, a prerequisite for achieving the 

gains fkom trade acpected fiom a FTA This is the focus of Chapta 2. Chapter 3 builds 

on Chapter 2 by looking at how one might use the prediction of the theoreticai FTA model 



to give some statisticdy meanin@ tesults. This chapter begins by niating the prediction 

of the FTA model to the theory of purchasing power par@ (PPP). Purchasing power 

parity theory is then related to some existhg literature on market integration and 

international commodity arbitrage. Chapter 4 picks up the theory of PPP and uses it to 

develop a testable econometric modd. In Chapter 5, the econometric model is tested 

using produca price indexes fkom Canada and the United States. The tests fim look at 

the trend properties of the data. The foliowing tests search for structurai br& which 

might be compatiMe with a regime change in 1989. Next, tests search for cointegratirig or 

long-tem relationships between the price indexes of the two countsies. W i  a long-tam 

relationship established, a convergence test is then applied to see ifthe pnce indexes 

r d e c t  two economies which are becorning more integrated over the.  FinaUy, Chapter 6 

concludes the thesis with a discussion of the results and theu implications for the 

evaluation of the CUSTA 



CHAPTER IWO: THE TaEORY OF FREE TRADE AREAS 

2. Introduction 

A review of various modtis which focus on prie and quantity behaviour in 

diffe~e~lt types of trading arrangements wiU provide insights into the appropriate 

m*hodology that shouid be applied to swess the CUSTA Rior to the mode1 LCYiew, the 

chaptcr kgins with a shoa discussion of intemational trsh and its fiicilitating institutions 

Nice World War II. The ncxt section foiiows up on the institutional history by miewing 

the Genetal Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT). Reviewing the GAIT wih ailow 

the CUSTA to be understocxi with respect to the intemational guidelines tmder which 

such mde agreements are minen. Given this Uittoduction, the henry behind trading 

a-ements may then be discussed. The chapter presents the theory behind customs 

unions before addrrssing the econornic theory which underlies FTAs. Beginairig with the 

customs union helps to draw out some important trade effects that accompany most 

multilateral trading agreements. ûnce the customs union model is developed, the 

discussion can pmgress to the theory of FTAs and the need for 'des of ongin'. Throe 

FTA rnodels are presented to show how a FTA with niles of origin might resuit in 

producer price equibtion. The first simple FTA model examines the effcct of rules of 

ongin on @ces and quentities of some traded commodity. The second FTA mode1 builds 

on the &st modd by suggesting that proâucer price difftr~llces can not k susîaincd in 

the long-nm. The third mode1 wnfinns the hict that it is producer p r i a ,  as oppoS8d to 

consumer @ces, that shouid equaüze in a FTA in the long-nm. 



2.1 Historical Background 

Immediately following World War II, Britain and the United States took the lead 

in setting in motion a plan for the reconstruction of Europe and the establishment of a 

new institutional fiamework for intemational economic relations. The fhnework for the 

new relationships was established at the Bretton Woods Conference (Bretton Woods, 

New Hampshire, 1944). The cornerstones of this fiamework were the International 

Monetary Fund (IMF), the Intemational Trade Organization (ITO), and the International 

Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD). 

While negotiations on the ITO charter were taking place in 1944, a group of 

countries led by the United States felt that there was a need for more immediate action on 

tariff reductions. As a result the GATT (Geneva, 1944) was drawn up, with 23 coutries 

agreeing to d e s  and procedures which would govem multilateral negotiations for mutual 

tariff reduction. 

When the proposed ITO charter (Havana Charter, 1947/48) was not ratified, the 

GATT was left as the only fiamework for trade negotiations. Over 100 countries were 

signatories to the GATT. The GATT made provisions for the establishment of regional 

trade organizatons. As Canada and the United States both belonged to the GATT, 

CUSTA had to be negotiated within the GATT fnunework.' 

Wth the completion of the Uruguay Round of GATT negotiatiom and the establishment of the World 
Trade Organizaîion (WTO) m 1994, the GATT as an organization ctascd to exist The GATT protocals - * are now acbnuiistcmi by the Goais Corncil of the WTO. This change has not mcant any substantive 
changes for the section ofthe GATT which is important to th& thesis, Hace ,  the tcrm GATT wili be used 
for both the GATT agreement and the organizaton which a d d n b n  îhe agreement 



23 The Cenetal Agreement on ~ u l l b  and Tmde 

The gmclel nimmay of the GATT ghm hcre wiU focus on thce aspects of the 

agreement: its objectives, its priimples, and its exceptions. In response to the 

protectionisn (high tarif%) of the 1930% the GATT h d  three generd objectives. The 

fh t  was to create des ami procedures for trade ncgotiations. The second was to set up a 

fiamework for the progressive elimiaetion of tdc barriers, and the third was to put into 

p h  d c s  and procedures which wouid pevcnt countrics féom taking unilritesal action to 

impose trade restrictions. The CUSTA provisions for the pmgmsivt eliminfttion of 

tariffs in almost al1 sectors ovn ten years (1989 to 1999), are consistent with the first two 

objectives. Furthemore, the 'dispute resolution' mechaniSm set up in CUSTA 

establishes des and procedures which adâress the third objective. 

There are three general principles which underlie the GATT: the principle of 

'non4Scrimination7, the principle of 'reciprocity', and the p ~ c i p l e  of 'transpltrenv'. 

The nondiscriminetion principle is expressed in Article 1 in the rnost-f~~oured-&on 

(MFN) clause. By agreeing to this clause, a country camot give preferential treatrnent to 

any other singie country without extending this treatment to ail contracthg parties of the 

GATT. Thm are many exceptions to this clause, d regiouai trade agreements such as 

CUSTA are one example. 

UnWre the principle of non-di- . 'on, the principle of rrciprocity does not 

have any formal definition withÿi articles of GATT. Reciprocity is, rasher, an implied 

obligaîion which means that ifa country receives a tariffduction from another country, 

then the rrceiving country shouid offa somt c o n d o n  in rcturn. This type of implied 



obligation hclps to convincc imwilling g o v ~ e ~ ~ f ~  to enter traie talLs in which it is 

implied that thrr will bc no oimight ÿvinncr or L o d  as long ss ncipracal concessions 

are madet 

D h c t  controls on trade are cxprcssIy forbiddcn by GATî (Ariicle XI), except in a 

few cUcumst811ces. This proh'bition againid dircct controis on the irrternational 

movanent of goods has arisen kcause ofthe imposition of d h c t  contmls on imports 

through quantitative restrictions and quotas. With thcse direct controis, it is lcss obvious 

or 'transparent' (relative to a tariff) as to how lowering ûade barriers wiU effkct trade. As 

a result, reciprocity is no longer a straighfomard matter when one country is offering to 

lower tariffs while the concession h m  the othcf is in the fom of lower quantitative 

restrictions. The effect of tarins on pnces and volumes is obvious and 'tmqmrent'. 

Reciprd and progressive tsriff reduction is the cornerStone of the CUSTA 

There are many exceptions to the principles of GATT which relate to both the 

econornics and politics of international trade. niese can be caîegorized as the following: 

balance of payments problems, regional groupings, tariff preferences, dumping, textiles, 

agriculture, and scrvices among others. The 'regional puping' provisions in the GAïT' 

are important to the discussion of the CUSTA 

Aaicle XXrV of the GATT dtscribes regional groupings as the major exception to 

the MM clause. The article d o w s  the formation of customs unions and âce trade 

areas under the conditions that the gmupings cannot hcrcasc tariffS and non-te 

barriers (NTBs) on non-memkrs of& regionai grouping who arc GATT s i ~ n e s .  

More specifically, a k e  tracle area is &hed as the following: 



A the traQ arra shaU be undastood to mean a g m p  of 
two or more customs territories in wbich the duties md 
other restrictive ~ o n s  of commcrct (except, whae 
naxssary, those pennitted under ArticIes XI, W, XEI, 
XN,XV,and~circeliminatedonsubstantiaiiyaiithe 
nade ktwem the coastiaient territories in pmducts 
originating in such territones. (GA= Article XXlV, 
Section 8b) 

The exceptions for regional pupings mre originaily made b u s e  it was beiitved that 

since frra traâe was a good thing, any move toward it (cg. a customs union or a fine 

tradt area) would also k a good thg.  As cconomists would subsc~uentiy point out, the 

weifâre ecoaornics of that argument are not as clear as was once thought (Viner, 1950). 

in a customs union, members of the union d u c e  trade M e r s  with each other 

while a wmmon ememal tarE (CET) is appiied to non-members who m i e  with any 

country in the union. In a Fî& member countries also d u c e  trade barriers with each 

other, but there is no CET for the union as a whole. The next section in this paper 

presents the positive and negative trade effects of a simple customs union, and helps to 

begin the discussion on the theory of fne traQ areas and the need for niles of ongin. 

23 Theor). of Customs U&DS 

Jacob Viner (1950) cballcngcd the ideas in Article XXIV of GATT by stress@ 

that Customs Union (CU) or FTA formation is by no mauis equivalmt to a move towards 

fk îraâe since it amomts ta âet tredt k M e n  the members and protection vis-B-vis the 

outside world This combination of fhe trade and pmtectionism wuid resuît in @ode 

mearion (TC) W o t  node dhtersi4n (ID). Trade ctc8tion is the rcplaccmeat of 



expensive domestic production by ch- miports from a partner and TD is the 

repiacemeut of ch- initial imports h m  the outside world by more expensive imports 

h m  a partncr* Vicr stresseci the point that TC is bcneficial since it does not S k c t  the 

rest of the worfd while TD is harmfuZ and it is therefore the relative strength of these two 

e f f '  which detennines whether or not CU f o d o n  wiii be welfare enhancing. It is 

therefore important to undastand the implications of thtse concepu 

Pncd 
Unit 

O 41 e eq4 

WtY 

Figure 2.1 Trade C d o n  and Trade Diversion 

The important assurnptions for a mode1 of a country entering into a customs mion 

depictexi in Figure 2 1  are: perfêct compctition in bth the commodity and tiictor markets, 

automatic full ernployment of ai l  resourccs; costiess adjustment; pedéct fsctor mobility 

among sectors d o d y  but @'kt immobility acmss internationai boundaries; 



&termincd by-COS country H@ome country); couutry P (the potcntid CU partner); d 

W (the rat of the world). 

In Figure 2.1 Sw is W's pafocty elashic tariff fne supply c w e  for this 

commodity; Sn is Ks nipply curve; while SW is the joint Hand P WfMee supply 

c w e .  With (=AD), the e f f d v e  supply cum k i n g  H is BREFQT. The 

domestic price is then OD, which gives domcstic production of Oqt, domestic 

consumption of 0q3, and imports of q ~ ~ .  Country Hpays q ~ M q 3  for these imports 

while the domestic consumer pays q2Wq3, with the diff-cc (LEFM) king tarB 

revenue which accrues to the government in H. 

If Hand W fonn a CU, then the fke eade position will k restod so that Oqs 

will be consumecl in H and al1 of the consumed product will be importeci k m  W. This 

fke trade situation maximues welfare. If, on the other hand, H and P form a CU, then 

the tariff will stiil apply to W while it is removed fiom imports h m  P. The effective 

supply curve in this case is BRGQT. Price of the imprted product falls to OC fesulting 

in a fdl in domestic production to Oq,, an increase in consumption to Op*, and an 

increase in imports to qrq,. These irnports now corne ûom P. 

The weifàre implications of these changes can be examincd with consumer and 

producer nnplus. The increascâ co~lsumption in the H-P customs union leads to 

consumer surplus rising by CDFG. Part of this incrcase in consumet surplus (CDEI) 

- d t s  from a decline in producer surplus due to the reduction in domesiic production, 

and another part of the increase in wnsumer surplus (IEFH) is a portion of the previously 



collected traiff menue which is now Md back to the consutna. This leaves 

triangles JEI and HFG as geins h m  CU formaton. 

Tht declinc in domestic production fiwi Oqi to Oql leads to increased imports of 

4142. These cost qlJIq2 to import âorn P whiie they originelly cost q f W 2  to produce 

domesticaily. nie saving is brefore JEI. 'k increasc in coasumption b m  ûq3 to 0q4 

1- to new imports of q~q4 which cost qa-4 to import h m  P. These givc a w e i f h  

increase to consumers qua1 to q#GqI. Thcrc is i s o r c  an in- in satisfacsion of 

HFG. However, the initial imports of qf13 origiaally wst the country q2LMq3 but these 

imports now corne fiom P and cost q2H43. Therefore die new higher prke of imports 

leads to a loss in government revenue quai to LIHIM. 

O v d l  then, area JEl plus area HFG represent gains h m  TC while ane LIHM 

represents a loss h m  ID. It foiiows that the consumer surplus gains (XI+ M;G) have 

to be cornparrd with the loss of tariff revenue (HHM) kfore a definite conclusion can be 

made regarding whether the net effect of CU formation has km positive or negative. The 

relative size of these areas will depend on the price elasticity's of SH, DH, and on the 

divergence ktween SW and (i.e., cost differences). 

The important point from this presentation of a simple customs union and the 

effects of TC and TD, is that the simple formation of a fine trade ana is by no means a 

guarantee that the net welke e f f i  of the CU WU k positive or negative. Even t h o w  

the welfkre effccts of CUSTA might k ambiguous, it is the empmcal impact of the 

agreement on economic integration, through prïce convergence, which is addressed in the 

next sectioas. 



2.4 Tùeory of Frœ Tmde Areas nitL of Originw 

The ht model, as prrsmtcd in Shi- (1967), iIIusûrates the possible e f f i  o f  

M'A des of ongin on the price and quantity of somc tradcd commodity. Thete are 

several assumptio~ regardîng notation, mode1 set up, and trade theory f i c h  much fht 

be addressed AU assumptions pertain to Figure 2.2. With respect to nouon, there are 

two R A  partners (wuntrics H and L) and the mst of the world (W). 'Ihe following are 

model assumptions: 

(i) both H and L import an identical product (or commodity) h m  W 

(ii) both H and L produce wholly domestic perféct substitutes for this product 

(iii) both H and L impose different specific tariffs such that t~ > t~ 

Assumptions are also made regarding the state of the market: 

(i) nomially sloped supply and demead cuves for H and L and a perfectly elastic W 

supply curve for this commodity 

perfect cornpetition in both the commodity and factor markets in H, L, and W 

no transport costs 

perfect féctor rnobility in each country, but no &or mobiüty across national 

fiontiers 

the only trade impediment is tar ins 

nxed exchaage rates 

Given these assurnptions and starting fkom the point at which the two countries have not 

as yet f o d  a FTA, commodity prke in couatry L is Pw (I +rd and comxnodity price in 

country H is Pw (l+tH), where Pw is the import supply price h m  W. 



When H-and L fom a FTA, the "niles of ongin" dictate that the domcstic 

substitute can k txaded k l y ,  while the identical irnport remains subject to tarifi? 

Shibata (1967) claims that this differential breatment of the identical ptoducts may aeate 

an uartifi~ial prie diffkrentiation" between the imported producf and its identical 

domestic-substitute. He expiains this as folîows; if tH > f~ then P w (1 +tH) > P w (1 +tc), 

which means that the fomLeton of the FT'A will result in H importing the product fimm L. 

This implits that the joint domestic-substitutc supply curve for the two paimas 

(rem&+') becornes the effective supply ccwe for H's market. Co~lsumcrs in L will 

aiways irnport h m  W if the price in L rises above Pw(l+tr), and wnsumers in H cm 

aiways import h m  W if the price in H rises above Pw(l+tH). So, h m  the point of view 

of wnwmers in H, the total supply curve is remiSw(l+k). 

Under these conditions the artificial price diffierentiation can leed to thme possible 

outcornes which depend on the size of Hs demand relative to the size and dope of the 

total suppiy schedule remS&l+tn), which in tum depends ou the elasticities of L's and 

Ws supply schedules and the height of L's and H's protective duties. 

As a fh t  possibility, let Rs demand be Dnr. Then the pria of the domestic 

substitute in the market dHis  the same as Ifs original price. The amount zg is 

continuousiy king supplicd by the producers in H, but now gi represents the put of the 

former supply h m  W which has ken replaceci by imports h m  L. At the same the, L's 

producers export their entire output to H, leaving xa of L's market to be filied by imports 

Rukt oforigin serve to idtntify go& whicb origtully enter ont of the FTA plmar b m  a diinl couimy 
under a specific EMnclas~ifi~on. To bt allowed FTA consid«aa'ou under the CUSîA w f m  moving 
into the o h  FTA psrtnct, die gcmd m u s  undergo proccssing which would usually resuit m the finished 
good beimg reclassified f9t tiwiffpiaposes or containing at leas SPA of parts which src of FTA ongin. 



h m  W. The net change in the output of W or gi - xo (= gi - em) represcnts the 'trade 

diversion' efféct. This type of üadc diversion can not k eliminated by 'niles of  origin' in 

FTAs, but the ruics do limit the overaii deflection of trade to a lwel f'ar below what it 

would be otherwise. 

Now let H's demaad schedule be Dm. Then the new pice (PmA) is lower thsn 

Rs originai price but higher than L's origiiial price. The hi* prie in ITs market for 

the domestic aibstitute induces tht produccm in L to haeasc output and export to H. 

The incrrased output corresponds to the quantity,,P - xo. At the same time Rs extemai 

tariffkeeps Ws exports completely out of Ifs market. W s export loss to H, gh, is offset 

partiy or fully by i n d  imports by L to fiil the gap created by L's exports of the 

Country L Countrv H 



Depeading on the reloitive size of gh d ur, WC have three cases: 

(i) gh > xa 

In this case, Ws output declines as a d t  of the net nduction of its exports to the two 

countries and there is an incrcase in L's output. 

(ii) gh = xa 

In this case thae wii l  be no change in the output of H? 

Ci) gh < xa 

In this case îhere will be a net increase in îhe output of W. The increaseà output of W 

suppiements that of L in replacing marginal outputs formuly suppliai by ITs producers 

(which represents the trade creation effect), and in meeting the increaseà quantity 

dernanded by Ifs consumers. 

For the third possible outcome, let Ys demand schedule be Dm. Then the price 

of the domestîc substitute is OH, which is the same as L's original @ce (O#) and dso 

the same as the price of W s  product in L. niatfore the output of L remallis unchangeci, 

Although the third case constitutes an exception, the generai outcome is that there 

will be an incmse in output by L when a FTA is f o d .  This mode1 bas given some 

Mght into the short-nm product movernent and p d u c t  pricing possibilities in a FTA. 

Since the statisticai aaalysis of CUSTA in this thesis is based on long-nui price 

movements, the next step is to look into the theorcticai long-run effects of setting up a 

M'A. 



2.5 Thco y of F m  Tridc Areas ' the Lonerun 

The foilowing modei, deveioped by Pnce (1982), aden& SiGiata's short-run 

mode1 and shows that in the long-nrn pnce differences cannot persist in a FTA for tradable 

goods of FTA origlli. Once again, many assumptions an rquKed to dernonstrate this 

proposition. AU the assumptiom made for Figure 2.2 apply to Figure 2.3. There are three 

cowmies: a high ta* country (H), a low tariff country (L), and the rest of the world (W). 

Fwthermore, some new assumptions are made to descnie long-nui behaviour: 

(i) short-nui rising marginal cost w e s  

(i) free entry and exit of h s  

(iii) constant or slowly rising long-tm costs as interfsictoral substitution and 

technological advance permit escape tiom d i s h i n g  retum in the long-run 

(iv) âictionless operation of a perfect rules oforigin system which prevents trade 

deflectionn4 

Before the creation of a FTA, the following situation is depicted in Figure 2.3. 

With price t~ and a tariffbeing collecteci, counûy H produces Oa, consumes Ob, and 

imports ab fkom the lowest cost worid supplier at world pricw (Pw). W~th a tariffraishg 

the pnce to t~ , country L produces Oc, conoumes 04 and imports cd. 

A f k  the FTA is established, producers in L gain access to the high pnce market in 

H and wiil spve that market in prdkence to th& ouun, graduaiiy bringhg down the price 

in fi. Consumers in L need not fear for supplies however because world producers w i l  

always be prrpared to export to L at PW plus the tarifftr. Theoretically, the entire 



production ofL could be eeed for export to H (bt  possible outcorne in Shibata model). 

Ifthis d y s i s  is accepted, then according to Shibaîa, the final pnce in country H is 

indeterminate and depends on (a) the relative size and elasticity of supply h L and @) on 

the size and elasticity of dernand in H. On one extrerne, TL'S supply is relativety small 

country L Country H 

Figure 2.3 F m  Trade in the Long-Run 



and inciastic, and ff s demand is rciatively hrge and elastic, it is clear that price wiii wt 

fd much, ifat aii. Convasely, in the oppsitt case the @ce in HwU fhii close or ail the 

way to the level in L. As a dt, an extension of the model hto the long-run is rcquhl 

to distiaguish ktween these two extreme cases. 

Rice extends Shibata's work for a more dennitive conclusion by looking at the 

long-rua effécts of a FTA. In this extension, "long-nm" is meant to k a time spm over 

which producas can inaeese or dccreasc capadîy accordhg whethcr or not the priœ they 

face in the market wvers kir long-tetm COSU. 

AAcr the M'A is established, the two supply c w e s  are added together (Smt 

short-nin) and applied to Il's demaud curve to find short-nm quilibrium price, PsR. ?hiS 

short-run prîce tums out to k higher than the long-nin equilibrium price in L, tr. As long 

as this situation persists, entrepreneurs in L will be encourageû to expand capacity, since 

they were presumably meeting their long-nui average costs at price t~ before the union, 

and are now making excess profits in H. This d l  cause the supply c w e  in L to shift 1efk 

m i l  the combined supply curve (SH+t, long-nin) wipes out the price difference between L 

and H, representing the end of the opportunity for producers in L to make excess profits 

in H. As a result, Mce concludes thaî prïce diffcrences cannot pasist in a K'A for goods 

of FTA origin and that the price level of the rnost efficient produccr WU pmaii (wbich 

obviously assumes perféct cornpetition). 

Ifprice differences did perskt in a FTA for goads of mA origin and low cost 

producers couid not take advantage ofthis difference then one could assume that 

signincant non-taiiffbarriers to eede in these goob stiii existed This result would 



suggest thatthe agreement on fker Pade unis not worhg  as t was proposed. On the 

other hanci, if p r i e  differences began to erode between the FTA partners during the 

implementation of the agreement then it is possible that the change in prices is forcing a 

rdocation of resources in certain industries. Whether these redocations translate into 

iarger goods markets or greater certainty of access, and to whom any gains accrue is by no 

means a certainty. AS a resdt, the existence of price convergence is a necesary but not 

sdcient  condition for a FTA to be declad a success. 

To this point, two simple models of trade theory have essabüshed that commodity 

pnce convergence is a necessary condition in a FTA in the long-m. This outcome gives 

the aatistical analysis of the thesis a more weii defined goai. The next logicd step is to 

more clearly show why it is producer prices that should be tested for convergence rather 

than consumer prices. 

2.6 Producer Price Equ;iüwtioa in a Free Trade Ar- 

In a papa on tariff revenue cornpetition in a âee trade area, Richardson (1995) 

shows why it is producer prices that wiii equalite rather than consumer prices. When 

" d e s  of origin" are effective and there are extemai tariffdifferaces between FTA 

members, it is oftai asmmed that Merences in d o m d c  prices dst for both commets 

and producers. This assumption is contradicted by Richardson who notes that, 

"... even when trade ddection and consumer arbitrage are 
pmented, mternal Eee trade miplies that pnces at which 
prorhrcets can sd are quated across members ofa FTA, 
regardles of extemai tariffdifferences. This is because ail 
intra-FTA production of a good can be d d  anywhere 
within the FTA duty âet" (p. 1429) 



The W o n  behind why producer pnce equalisation must occur in a FTA can be 

explained with a simple modd. As in the previous two models, assume three countries: H 

the high tdcountry, L the low tariffcountq, and W as the rest of the worfd. Assume 

that H and L comprise the FTA and that there are no transport costs. 

Consider X; a homogeneous good which H and L impon fiom W abject to 

different tariffs. For notation, 

let i = s p d c  tariff 

P ' = domestic price 

X@') = supply in i 

DI@') = demand in i 

where i = H, L. 

Suppose > fi so that pK Then al of L's production can be sold in H tariff- 

h e .  L's supplien will g a  pricepn as long as: 

(2.3.1) p@") + p(P") O"@", 

That is, as long as total aipply in H is less than total demand in H. If(2.3.1) does not 

hold, then H wül irnport no X fiom w and will be dnven domi und either 

(2.3.2) KL@n) + PV) = P@n) 

at some pK >pl,  or 

(2.3.3) Y@) + > DH@L) 

wherefm~ eventuaüy be equd to # and producers in the FTA wül be indifferent as to 

the destination oftheir saies. In each case producer prices wiu be equalised whiie oniy in 

case (23.3) will consuma prices be equalised Unda these conditions, deflection of saies 



of dornestic-production within the F T 4  korn the low-tariffcoumry to the hi&-tariff 

country, cmot be stopped so that producer price equalisation is inevitable. The argument 

agallist consumer pr ia  e q d d o n  given by Richardson (1995, p. 143 1) is a s  folows: 

TTAs are inaeasingly cornmon and the evolution into what 
would effdvely be customs unions, with common extemal 
t a ,  th such consumer arbitrage wouid imply is not 
apparent. In Canada, for example, proposais for greater 
integration with the US are roundly opposed. Second, trade 
defieaion is closely monitored and prevent J in FTAs so 
that consumer price diffaences due to tariffdifferaices are 
not eroded by re-exporting. Third, travelen withh FTAs are 
restricted in the value ofgoods they can a;insship. AU in all, 
the extent of arbitrage that consumers can undertake is 
highly Iimited and is unükeiy to mode consumer pnce 
dEerences due to extenial tariffs7*. 

This chapter has shown that, given certain assumptions in a FT4 one outcome 

which can be expected is that producer prices for identical domestic products should 

equalise across member countries. This effect of producer prices converging to one price 

due to the creation of a FTA cm then be used as one aitena by which the pedormance of 

a successnil FTA can be established. The next step is to introduce the 'law of one price' 

and its relation to purchsimg power parity models. Understanding this relationship wiii 

aiiow the development of valid aatistical tests which can be used to search for the 

producer price equalisation &kt and thereby help to assess the CUSTA. 



CHAPTERTHREE: LAW OF ONE PRICE AZYD PURCHASING POWER 

P m  

3. Introduction 

in the previous Chapter on the theory of Free Trade Areas, it was shown that one 

of the theoreticai implications of creating such an area is that the producer prices should 

equaüze between the FTA counûies. The theoretical anaiysis fiom which this r d t  is 

derived is comparative statics. To operationalize this resuit, however, requires that the 

reiationship b ~ e e n  prices be examined over tirne. Markets are not static and are 

cominually changing subjest to exogenous shocks. To determine if two or more markets 

are integrateà, it is necessary to obsewe whether prices move together over tirne. This 

type of price d y s i s  fàils under the theoretical discussion relating to what is hown as the 

Law of One Price (LOP).' 

Imagine a world with two homogeneous goods, each in a dEerent country. 

Barring transport costs, trade restrictions, and other transaction costs, perfect commodity 

arbitrage wiii ensure that the two goods share equai pnces (taking into account the 

exchange rates) and the LOF WU p r d .  In hct, in a perfectly cornpetitive market, with 

its assumptions of pafect knowledge, differences in relative prices wouid be eroded 

instantaneousiy. Many stuclies have shown however, t h  behaviour indicative of the LOP 

is not often obsmd.  As eady as 1921 Cassel noted rnany ofthe explanations for the 

Mue to observe pnce ammgence ( H o r n  1967). These ranged fiom the rigidities 

which arose fkorn long-tenn effccts Wre taxes and tadik, to medium-tam fiction Wre 



shippmg msts, and M y  to short-term e&as such as simple market disequiliiria When 

behaviour indicative of the LOP does maid  âom pnces of individual goods to aggregate 

price levels, the tam used to describe the situation is known as 'absolute purchaskg 

power par@'! The name purchasing power parity (PPP) was originaiiy coined by Cassel 

(19 18) whiie 4 - g  the state of exchange rates duMg Worid War 1: 

The g e n d  W o n  whidi has taken place during the war 
has lowered this purchasing powa in al countnes, though 
in a Merent degree, and the rates of archange should 
accordingly be expected to deviate 6rom their old parities in 
proportion to the inflation of each country. At every 
moment the real parity is represented by this quotient 
between the purchasing power of the money in the one 
country and the other. 1 propose to cd this parity 
'purchasing power parity'. As long as anything like fiee 
movement of merchandise and a somewhat comprehensive 
trade between the two countries talces place, the a d  rate 
of exchange cannot deviate very much fkom this purchasing 
power parity (Cassel, 19 18, p. 4 13). 

This chapter is devoted to reviewing the theory of purchasing power parity and 

how it is has ban related to market integration and international comrnodity arbitrage in 

the economicv literature. This knowledge wiil provide insighu into how PPP might be 

used to assess the performance of prices during the implementation of the CUSTA. The 

review will be divided hto the following sections. The first section is an introduction to 

the theory ofPPP. The second section relates the work of a numba of authon to PPP 

and the objective of this paper. With the appropriate ground work laid, the next chapter 

Ulaoduces an econometnc model which incorporates PPP and can be used to look for the 

presence of producer pnce convergence berneen Canada and the United States. 



3.1 Theory of PPrduriag Power Puity 

Let pl and pit k the prices (in home currencies) of the ith commodity at home and 

abmad rrspectively. Let e be the nominal exchange rate between the two corntries and 

let P and P* k the overall price levels (Le. somt weighted index of prices) at home and 

abroad nspectively. 

The absolute or sîrong version of PPP is based on the LOP in a cornpetitive 

market with no transaction costs. In such a case, the priœ of a good will k the saw at 

d locations; pt= e pl**. Now ansider price indices at home and ab& such that P = 

Ap,) where i = 1 .,n and PZ = &i*) where i = I ..n. For absolute PPP to hold, the 

prices of similar goods must be the same, the same goods rnust be in each index, and the 

effectve weighting within each index must bc the same for each countxy. Under these 

circumstances the LOP also extends to aggregate pria levels. As a resuit, the smng 

version of PPP cm be stated as, 

(3.1) e = P/P* 

(3 oz) he = W-W*. 

Assuming al1 variables are in log form, the most commonly tested version of(3.2) is, 

(33) et = a+bPi-b*PC*+e. 

There are two common tests done on (3.3) which are deriveci h m  (3.1). The fîrst test is 

for the 'symmetry condition'. This is a test which looks at whether or not b = -b*. This 

is a test which looks at whether or not movements in the @ce indexes of the tuwo 

coutrks M hked by their magnitude (an approximatc test for the existence of 

comrnodity arbitrage). The second test is for the 'proportio~ty condition'. This is a 



test to sa if b =  -b* = 1. This test i m p k  that the pice indexes of two countries not 

only move together, but they move together in a one to one ratio. This, in turn, is 

supposed to suggest that commodity arbitrage is working perfêctly. Sincc the 

proportionaiity condition requires greater rrstnctrCons on the coefficients (that they both 

e q d  1) than the symmeîry condition (which only requires that the coefficients are equal), 

the latter condition is considacd the stronger or more restrictive condition. Aithough 

(3.2) is correct on theoretical grounds, empincal deviations rdting brn testing for 

symmetry and proportionality conditions in (3.3) are cornmon for a numkr of reasons. 

For example, spot prices of similar goods are not usually the same in different locations 

due to trade M e r s  such as tariffi and transport costs, and similar indexes may contain 

diffennt goods or be weighted differentiy in diffèrent countries. Neither of these 

examples wouîd allow one to make the assumption thaî the LOP extends to aggregate 

pr ie  levels or indexes. As a resuit, the many impodiments to strict spatial price 

equaiization cm Wt the use of the strong version of PPP. 

The weak version of PPP restates (3.2) in ternis of relative price levels and the 

exchange rate: 

(3 -4) Alne = AW-AlnPi. 

Going h m  (3.2) to (3.4) cm be viewed as a way of avoiding the qwlificaîions arising 

fiom transport costs, trade barriers, and t d o n  costs. The relative version of PPP, 

however, is stiU plagued by the same index measurernent prob1ems thaihave already been 

associateci with the absolute version of PPP. Furthemore, recent advances in empirical 



research -ch look for long-nui relationships in time series data suggest diat first 

differencing of the data is probably not a good ided 

Purchasing power parity theoxy is the k i s  of numemus economic modeis which 

have been useci to study market integration and intemaiional commodity arbitrage. It is, 

therefore, important to examine the basic elements of PPP before moving on to look at its 

applications and how it might k wd to examine price movcments during du 

implementation of the CUSTA. 

3 3  Literature Review 

The objective of this thesis is to assess the performance of producer prices during 

the implementation of the CUSTA. The "performance" will depend on whahcr or not 

the CUSTA has resulted in a more integrated market. Such a market for Canada and the 

US has already been defïned as one in which the prices of similar goods in each country 

are the same, b d g  al1 transaction wsts (LOP). The idea of using price as a m a u r e  of 

market integration is common in economic iiterature. The approach can be found in 

papers wtiich focus on topics such as agriculture and international trade. In h o s t  dl 

cases, the modeis used to d e  8SSeSSments empioy some for- of purchasing power 

parity- 

This literaîure review focuses on five recent papers. The first two p a p s  use 

purchasing powcr parîty as a basis for modcls of market integraiion in agriculture. These 

papers focus on specific markets and spccific products. The second two pqers use 

' This Ïssue will k d i s c d  in d m  b Cbapter 5. The simple cxplndon is that fintdifl[érmcing dm 
muIts in a Ioss of Ïdbmation, 



purchasing power parity as a basis for m d i s  of international commodity arbitrage. 

These papers apply their models to relatively 1arge.r matkets and técy use a relatively 

higher level of price aggregation (e.g, price indexes as opposed to specifïc commodity 

prices). These four papers use v-g types of economeûic analysis. 

The iast paper is pmsented for a somewhat differrnt reason. It represents a paper 

with almost the same objective as this thesis, but it uses an htercst mte p d y  modcl 

Mead of a purchasing power parity model to aspess the paformance of a trsdc 

agreement. The difference in models is related to the type of market integration one is 

attempting to addtess (e.g., a financial market W o r  commodity market). A review of 

this paper complements the previous four by presenting a logical set of econometnc tests 

which could be used to mess  a trade agreement when empfoying a model based on a 

parity condition (e.g., purchasing power parity or interest rate parity). 

The srst paper by George Zanias (1993) looks for the existence of spatiai market 

integration in Ewpean  Community (EC) agricdtural products. He uses his results as a 

measure of the penormance of the EC's Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) which, 

among other things, was to lead to a set of common agricuitural p r i a  in the EC. 

The model used in the papr is based on the Law ofûne Rice. The basic testing 

equation is the following expression of absolute purchashg power parity: 

(3.5) p1t = a + Pm, + r, 

where pl, is the logarithm of the exchange rate adjusted cw~odi ty  pnce in one country, 

and pZt is the logarithm of the exchange rate adjusteci comrnodity price in mothm EC 



country. This quation is equivslmt to (33), except for the fact îhat in this case the 

exchange rate is explicitiy built into the pzices. 

Zanias uses this equation to look for two things. First, he look for a long-nm 

reiationship between prices of the foiiowing commodities: soft wheat, m m  potatoes, and 

pig carcasses. The long-nui reiationship is suppsed to reflcct the CAP, which has 

existed for over two and a haif decades. He does this sauch by applying a cointegration 

test to equation (3.5) and looking for stationary residuals? This is considercd the 

unrestncted case. 

The second thing Zanias does is explicitly test for the LOP. He docs this by 

indirectly testing to see if fl= 1 in the long run. This is donc by checking to see if the 

dinerence between exchange rate adjusted prices in two countnes is stationery. This is 

considered the restricted case since he has "imposed" symmetry on the mode1 by testhg 

the ciifference baween comparable commodity prices. The data used for each of the four 

commodities is monthiy and covers about ten years (about 1980 to 1990), and spns five 

EC couutries. 

By the cointegration criterion, mas concludes that many of the markets for 

these products an not integmted and the operation of the CAP has not cesdted in a t d y  

common market. He does note, however, that the non-integrated markets are in the 

mino* when the pices are adjustecl for monetary compensatory amoimts (MCAs - 
quivalent in effect to export subsidies). ûther non-integrated markets are aüricbutcd to 

non-tariffbmïers and impCnéctiy cornpetitive markets. 



This piper establisha some important points for the objective of this thesis. F i  

a model b a d  on absolute purchashg power parity cm k the hnework for tests of 

market integratioa Second, producer me used for these types of tests* Thjrd, by 

reducing transaction costs (discounting the MCAs) market integration might be more 

Iikely. M y ,  market integrafion tests of this nature can be related to f o d  policy 

anangemena between counûies (e.g., the EC's Cornmon Agricuiturai Policy). 

The second paper is aiso an examidon of market integration as it pcrîah to 

commodity prices (Diakosawas, 1995). The objective of this papcr is "to examine 

market integration ktween AUStrZLLian and US beef prices at the farmgate levei" 

(Diakosawas, 1995, p.37). In so doing, the author is able to determine whether or not 

Australian beef prices can be used es a world pnce or reference pnce to measure the level 

of support accorded to the U.S. beef sector. 

The approach used is baseci on absolute pufching power pMty and the LOP, but 

the econometric model employed is an autoregresive distributed lag model. This is 

different h m  the usual testing model, but it's relevance is not the important aspect of 

this paper, as it relates to this thesis* The monthly data used includes 5 different types of 

beef prias for Austraiia and the US, and it spans the timt perid 1972:l to 1993:2. 

Like many other papers, the oointegration testing donc to look for the p m c e  of 

any long-nm relationship is ôased on the residuals h m  the autoregresive distributed lag 

model. UnIike many other papem, Diakosawas takes the testing one step hirihcr by 

looking for theprrsence of convetgence in prie pairs over tirne. He does this tirne 

varying examination using the Kalman nltcr, and d e S c n i  the exacise as bWlg "able to 
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dcscribe both the extent and timing of the piocess of convergence as it occm as opposed 

to the CO-integration d y s i s  which is only able to masure convergence once it ha9 taken 

place" (Diakosawaq 1995, p49).'* 

The conciusion of the paper notes that aithough cointegration of prias is weak at 

best, there is a definite tendency towards convergence. Relative to this thesis, the idea 

that t h e  vaying parameter d y s i s  can aiiow one to investigaîe convergence as it is 

occtnring is a kcy point Shcc tariffbaders in the CUSTA are king duccd ova a ten 

year period (scheduled to be completed in 1999), it is ükely that convergence is in the 

process of taking place rather than having a M y  o c c d  

The thùd paper focuses on the "empirid exadnation of long- purchasing 

power parity as a theory of international commodity arbitragen (Fraser, Taylor, and 

Webster, 1 99 1 ; p. 1 749). The objective of the papa is to use rrocntly developed 

cointegration techniques to examine findings by Frenkel(1981) and Taylor (1988) that 

PPP has collapsed during the recent floating exchange rate p e n d .  These papers had used 

aggngate prices @rice indexes). Fraser, Taylor, and Webster note this as the major 

problem and propose to disaggregatc the data for 35 manufisturing industrîes in the US 

and the UK The assumption is that different industries will have diffant speeds ofprice 

adjustment and that this fàct could ôii tests which aggregate the data 

The PPP assumption built hto their LOP approach is thaî of absolute purchasing 

power perity. Therefore their economeîric mode1 is similm to &on (35). The data 

set employed is the same as Webstct (1987) and is ma& up of monthiy pducer  p r i a  



h m  the UK f o ~  1975 to 1980, and mont& wholede prices h m  the US for 1975 to 

1980. The prias cover 35 differcnt manufkturhg industries. 

The coinkgration testhg done for each of the manuf'actuting industries was based 

on the stationarity of the residual in an equation (3.5). The d t s  with the symmetry 

assumption r e l d  were only slightiy kaa than those d t s  with the symmetry 

condition imposed. Further to die point, not one industry exhibitcd a long-nin 

relationship between the two corntries when symmetry was imposeci. The authars 

conclude that the resuits are gencraily dvourable to the long-nm proportionality of 

prices between indusaries in the two countries. 

Relative to this thesis there are a couple of comments to be made. F k t ,  the 

assumption that absolute purchashg power parity can k used as the basis for a model of 

international commodity arbitrage is not uncornmon. Second, "long-run" data for any 

cointegration test m s s  countries must span more than five years. Third, disaggregaîing 

data might not k the answer to the question of why PPP has, in some sense, failed during 

the recent float nienfore M key problems this thesis must address when buüding a 

testable model of intemationai commdty arbitrage, are that of price aggregation and 

measurement, and that of thi econometric testing of long-run data 

The next paper by Cheung and Lai (1993) amvers some of the key modeling and 

testing p r o b l w  The objective of this paper is to " d e  the devance of long-nm 

purchashg power parity, which ailows for measurement exrom, during the recent f l d g  

exchange rate perid" (Cheung and Lai, 1993; p. 18 1). 



The ccanometric mode1 used incorporates measmement emr in prices (e.g., the 

type o f m r  tbat might arise when including no~~.traded g d  in pria indexes used to 

test for intemationai commodity arbitrage)." The data used was comprised of monthly 

consumer pr ie  indexes (CPIs) h m  1974 to 1989 and monthly w h o l d e  pnce indexes 

(WPIs) h m  1974 to 1986, for 5 countries. 

Two cointegration tests wae competed: thc more ft~tlltiy developed mttximum 

i k e W  (h4L) approach; end the wial test for siationarity in the &duels. The d t s  

indicate that the ML approach showed signifïntly différent tesults h m  the residual- 

based approach. The residual-based tests consistently showed littie evidence of any long- 

r u .  relaîionship between the nominal exchge rate and prices, while the ML approach 

indicated that there is a significant probability of a long-nui refationship in dl cases 

(when using WPIs). Furthemore, Cheung and Lai give theoretid evidence of the 

mperionty of the ML approach for testing for cointegration, and they show why 

"symmetry and proportionality restrictions need not hold empiricaily in the presence of 

measurement ema in pnces" (Cheung and Lai, 1993, p.187). 

The key remlts of this paper were the following. First, the paper refiites pmious 

evidence wfüch suggests that PPP had coilapscd during the rccent floating exchange rate 

p&od Second, the paper addresses the pmblan of rn-ment error in pices and 

shows that WPIs perfiomi much kaer than CPIs when examining them for cointeption 

(as the mode1 in Chapter two predicts). "Md, the authors show the superiority of the ML 

approsch over the rcsîdual approach both thcotetically and empiridy. These resuits can 

k applied to the choice of data, the choicc of an ~nometxic mcdei, and the choicc of a 

" The detaiIs ofaie modtt are kft m the a m  Ch.pto ofthe chais. 



c o i n ~ o n  gst when examining the pdoxmance of pfoducer pnces during the 

implementation of the CUSTA 

To this point dl the papers have show that it is possible to apply the 

interptetation of market integraiion or international commodity arbitrage d e n  testing a 

model which is based on absolute purchashg powei parity. Furthennore, a good 

econometric mode1 and a superior coiategration test have ken mentioned. Also, it ha9 

been indicated that a convergence test might k slipcnor to a cointegration test if the 

process which is king investigated has not yet ken completed. The tools to measun the 

performance of the CUSTA seem to be evident, but the application of these tools to find 

an answer to the objective diis thesis is not as yet clear. 

A final papa is discussed which shares aimost exactly the same objective as this 

thesis, but which is applied with a dflerent model and to a different trade -ment, 

Moosa and Bhati (1995) attempt to examine whether or not the Closer Economic 

Relations agreement (CER) of 1983 has resulted in more integrated financial and goods 

markets between Australia and New Zealand. 

The model employed is based on the theory of interest rate parity. This theory 

implies that if two financial markets are M y  integrated thcn thcy m u t  share the same 

general level of interest rates- 

The econometric methodology used to examine the interest rate par@ relaiîonship 

and then relate it to the cnactment of CER included a couple of steps. The fbt thing 

done was to break up the data into thce periods: the whole data set (1974: 1 to 1993 3); 

the pre-CER period (1974 to 1982); and the pst-CER period (1982 to 1993). Each of 



these penods was tested for coinkgration in intaest rates using the ML approach. 

Second, a structurai break test was done by applying the CUSUM test to the data for the 

whole sample period.12 F i y ,  the authors examiat the possibility that the convergence 

of interest rates ktween New Zealand and Alrstralia may be in the process of occurring 

rather than completed, by doing time varying parametcr anaiysis usiag the Kalman Filter. 

Their resuits can k srmimarized as foiiows: cointegration was evident in the 

pst-CER pend and not evident in the pre-CER paie the CUSUM test mggested that 

there was a stNctural break around the time of the CER and this was coafirmed when a 

dummy variable (to represent the post-CER period) was includad and caused the 

structural instability to disappear, and time vaying parmeter anaiysis iadicated that the 

interest rates had been moving towards each other over tirne. 

The authors interpret these and other resuits as indicating that they are in favour of 

the proposition that implementation of the CER and other financial deregdations has 

resulted in mon integxated financiai markes between Ausidia and New Zeaiand. 

Regardless OP the validity of the resuits aad the authors' interpretation of them, the 

important aspect of their papes for this thesis is the establishment of a logical set of tests 

which one might apply to a parity mode1 of integrated or integrating markets. 

nie papers prrsaited in this lit- miew bave establisheâ a nrmiber of points 

for this thesis: 

1. Purcfiasing power parîty may be used as a bask for the estimation of a mode1 which 

attempts to assess the level of integration of intemationai commodity markets. 

The CUSUM ten is a<pfaincd in deîail in Chspta S. 



2. A propcriypciistructured model may k able to address the problmis of pice 

meesurnnent which are associatod with aggrqak prices and @ce indexes. 

3. A Iogical set of econometnc tests may be applicd to a model of market integration 

which might shed light on the uudet1ying influence of any internationai agreements 

which have attempted to make these markets more integrated 

With these poi& estabiished, the next chaptcr describes the econornetric model of 

Cheung and Lai (1995). This model of PPP with mcasurement aror in prices will k 

the model which this thesis will using as a basis for the econometnc assesanent of goods 

market integration between Canada and the US. 



CHAPTER FOUR= AN ECONOMETR& MODEL 

4. Introduction 

With the idea that absoluîe purchashg power parity may k used as the basïs of a 

model which is employed to assess market intcgration, it is possible to move to the next 

step of the thesis. This chapttr presents thc ccommetric model that wil l  be applied and 

tested. The rcsuits of these tests should d e c t  both the degrec of guods market 

integration between the U.S. and Canada, and the extent to which the timing of the 

CUSTA has had an effwt on producer prices in the two countries. 

Prior to presenting the econoxnetric model, a short but detailad review is done of 

how the concepts of symmetry and proportionaiity apply to a testable econometric 

quation of absolute PPP. This presentation provides the necessary background to 

understand the ideas supporthg the econometric model presented in this chapter, and the 

subsequent testing of that model in the next chapter. 

4.1 Symmetry and Proportionaiity 

The concepts of w e t r y  and proportionaiity were f k t  describeci in the section 

on the thcory of PPP, where they were defined as two types of testhg restrictions on a 

model of PPP. This discussion is on the same topic, but differs because it takes the 

explaaation one step fûrther. It shows the econometric a d  testhg implications (e.g. data 

manipulation) which occm when one "imposesn these restrictions on a model of absolute 

PPP* 



The absolute version of PPP presentcd in chepter thnc is show in equaîion (3.3). 

The same oquation with logarithms atplicitly shown is: 

(4.1) lmt = a+bh&-b*LnP,*+& 

A trivariate cointegration test of the variables et, Pb and P*, as proposed by lohaiisen and 

Juselius (1990) allows a dynamic intaaction without any restriction on the coefficients or 

any c a d  assumptions. This is the most gaiaal case of testing without symmctry or 

pmportionaiity assumptions imposed. 

If symmetry is imposeci, thaî is the asumption that b = -b *, then the equation 

derived h m  (4.1) is: 

(4.2) Ine, = c InPt * * + rl, 

where the series Pt+* = Pt/Pt*. This is a test which has imposed the asmmption that the 

nominal exchange rate is equivaient to the relative price ratio (Enders, 1988). Imposing 

the symmetry restriction resuits in a bivariate mode1 where the two variables k ing  ~ e d  

for cointegration are et and Pt**. 

If the proportionality condition is imposed, that is the assumption that b = -b = 1, 

then the equation to be tested is: 

(4.3) Inr, = dj 

w h  the senes hrt = inet - Wt + in Pf (which maices rt quai to the reai exchange rate). 

This equation is in fact testing to see if the reai exchange rate is stationary or non- 

stationary. As a dt, the imposition of the proportionality condition builds in die 

assumption that PPP wil l  hold only as long as the teal exchange rate ïs statioq. This 

univariate mode1 can k simply testcd by exarnining whetha on not the series Inrt 



contains a unit mot l3 Since this is the most restrictive test, it wouid imply that eb & and 

PP are cointegrated dong with the proper coefficients if bt is found to contain a unit 

root. This most restrictive of PPP tests has most often found that the behaviour of the 

mal exchge rate is not sigdicantly drfférent h m  a d o m  waik, thereby renittig 

absoluîe PPP. 

4 2  A Modeî of Purchasing Power Pulty with Measuremeat Error 

The goai hem is to build a mode1 which gives good rreson for taking a logical 

approach in assessing PPP. Such an approach begins with tests which are the least 

restrictive in nature (a trivariate model) and ends with those that are the most restrictive 

(a univariate model). The proposeci model is set out in Cheuag and Lai (1993) and is one 

which examines the relevance of long-run PPP when incorporating the measurement error 

that anses from using price indexes to proxy acnial individuai prices. 

We kgin by specifying the PPP model in its absolute form: 

(4.4) sr = d + arpr - ast* + b, 

where d is some constant, st is the logarithm of the spot exchge  rate (domestic price of 

foreign currency), pt is the logarîthm o f  the domestic price index, andb* is the Iogarithm 

of the foreign @ce index. The next step is to build in the me8SUremmt error arising from 

the use of price indexes. 

Suppose that long-nm PPP holds for some theoretical prices indexes, denoted by 

g, and gt *, so that: 

Tcstjng for mnds and unit mots is explincd m Chaptcr 5. 



(4.5) s = h +gr-gt*+ y 

where v, is a stationazy proccss. Depending on how the obsmd indexes arr comtwted, 

a 1 % change in the obsewed indexes codd conespond to a pemntage change in the 

theoreticai price indexes which is greater than or less than 1 %. This measurement emr 

uui be captured by aliowing the obscmd price series f i  and fi* to k related to the 

theoreticai indexes through the foiiowing equations: 

(4.4) pt = 01 + b ~ g t  + hlt, 

(4.7) pt* = 0 2  + b2gt* + gzo 

where the parameters ai, q, b ,, and capture the systernatic measurernent mrs; and Elr 

and &zr are statio~ary stochastic ternis capturing non-systemaîic merisurement mors. The 

stationarity in &II and &zt implies that the observed prices will not drift too far apart h m  

the theoretical price indexes, which is a requirement for a meaningful test of absolute 

PPP. The parameters 6, and b2 can cliffer h m  each other due to the diffkrences between 

couniris in the composition of goods and services and in the weighting scheme used for 

index construction. Combining equations (4.9, (4.6), and (4.7) yields: 

(4.8) st = (h-a~lb~+az/~)+(l/bi)~-(1/~)~*+(vt-~~i/b~+~zJbz). 

This is equation (4.4) with: 

(4.9) d = (h - ai/b + a2/b2), 

(4.10) = m l ,  

(4.1 1 )  a2 = l/br, and 

(4.12) p, = (v, - &dbl + c2&. 



Since either al or a, can differ h m  unity, equation (4.4) in con- to equation (4.5) can 

be viewed as a PPP relationship with measurement enor in prices. So equation (4.4) will 

be tested in a stepwk f d o n  fiorn the trivariate form (no restrictions), to the bivariate 

fom (symmetry restriction), and nnally to the univariate form (proportionaüty 

restriction). 

It is important to note that the PPP relationship does not account for any 

international factors (e.g, globaiïzation, multilaterai reductions in trade barriers, etc.) that 

might effect the relationship between produca prices in Canada and the United States. 

Therefore the usual assumption of ceterisparibus as it relates to the testing of the PPP 

relationship is assumed rather than fonnally tested Hence, the assumption wiU be made 

that these ccnon-bilateral" effects on the PPP relationship baween Canada and the United 

States will not significantly effect the results. 

This chapter has presented an absolute purchasinp power parity mode1 which 

incorporates memement error in prices. The specifk equation to be tested is (4.4). It 

will be subject to a number of tests. The theory behind these tests, and their resuits are 

explained in the next chapter. 



5. Introduction 

This chapter describes, in detaii, the set of econometric tests which shouid help to 

assess the degree of goods market integration between Canada and the U.S. Eadi section 

of this chapter is devoted to one of the thce folIowhg econometnc issues: stnictuial 

breaks, cointegration, and convergence. For each section the discussion d presentation 

of the tests and resuits wiU be organized in the followhg mariner. F i  a brief review 

will be given of how the issue relates to the goal of this thesis. Second, the theory behind 

the relevant tests will be provided (with an emphasis on keeping the expianations 

intuitive). Finally, the tests and results wili be psented and smmwhd A brief 

o v e ~ e w  of the data is presented prior to reviewing the econornetric issues and the 

relevant test results. 

5.1 The Data 

Monthly producer price index (PPI) daîa and monthiy exchange rate data fiom 

1974: 1 u11ti.i 1996:l are used to undertake the econometnc W y s i s  for Canada and the 

US. The source of the data is OECD Main Econornic iiiicaior~~ Consumer Price Index 

data is ignored since the theory to R A S  with des  of origh suggests that it is 

producer prices that shouid equaiise rather then co~lsumer prices. 



5.2 Tests of. Mode1 Sta bility 

The CUSTA represented a signifîcant change in tracle poticy between the US and 

Carilsdê This poiicy change may have had a si@cant effeçt ou the relationship betmen 

prducer prices in the two corntries. The PPP relationship between these prices is 

represented by the following equation: 

(5.1) st = d +  alpt-a3pt t+fi ,  

if the PPP mode1 mdetlying this equation changed significantly with the impIemcntation 

of the CUSTA, tha the change might k expressexi as model kstability. The CUSUM 

(cumulative sum) and CUSUMSQ (cumulative sum s q d )  tests presented in this 

section look for the presence of model instability. 

The CUSUM and CUSUMSQ tests use recursive residuals to check the stability 

of the regression coefficients in the PPP mode1 (equation 5.1). These two tests of 

structurai change are based on the rnodel's ability to predict correctiy outside of  the range 

of obsewations used to estimate it. The ability of the model to p d c t  correctly is 

influenced by the stability of the coefficients in the model. The CUSUM test is aimed 

nainly at detecting systematic movements in coefficients while the CUSUMSQ test is 

betiet at showing when random movements in coefficients are occUmng. 

The technique fïrst requires the estimation of the recursive cesiduais, which are 

derived as foiIows. The nh recursive residual, e ,  is the expost prediction error fory* 

when the regression is estimated using only the first t-2 observations: 

(53) e, =y ,  -x;b,-,. 



wherc x, is the vector of regmsors associateci with oùsewationy,. , and is the lest 

squares coefficient computed using the first t-1 observstions. The rth scaied recursive 

residual, w,, is then caicdated as: 

Under the nuii hypothesis for both the CUSUM and CUSUMSQ tests, the mode1 is stable 

with coefficients that remain constant during the full sample perid 

The rim test statistic, w, caicuiafeS the cumulative sum (CUSUM) of the 

recursive residuals: 

r-1 

(5.4) y =  C q  
eK11 0 

Under the null, W, has a mean of zero and a variance of appmximately the number of 

residusls king summed. The test is peflorxned by plotting Wt against t. The results of 

the CUSUM test are on Figure 5.1. The upper and iower limits represent 5% signincance 

level bomdaries. When the CUSUM statistic deviates beyond the boundary, there is a 

95% probability that there is structural instability in the coefficients. In Figure 5.1, the 

point at which the statistic deviates beyond the 95% confidence interval is indicated by 

almost the exact month when CUSTA went into effect (Jenuary 1989). 

The second test statistic, S,  calculates the square of the cumulative nim 

(CUSUMSQ) of recursïve residuals: 

(5.5) SI = Zn,,, W: x:+, W: 



The results of the CUSUMSQ test are on Figure 5.2. Once again, thc upper and lower 

limits represent 5% signifiaince level boundaries. As kfore, ifthe cumulatrA sum strays 

outside the confidence bounds, doubt is cast on the hypothesis of paranieter stability. 

Figure 5.2 seems to confimis the CUSUM resuits. That is, the hypothesis of parameter 

stabiiity in the PPP relatioaship can be rejcaed 

Overall, the cumulative sum tests of mode1 stability suggest thet thcre is a 

stru*urai break in the PPP relationship rcptesented by equafion (S. 11, and that the 

hstability may be due to the inabiiity of the mode1 to correctly prcdict the coefficient 

values after 1989: 1. 

5.3 Tests for Cointegration 

The second test done is one which looks for the existence of a long run 

relationship, otherwise known as the existence of cointegration, between producer prices 

in Canada and the US. If the test indicates cointegration only after the implementation of 

the CUSTA, then there is evidence to suggest that the trade agreement may have had a 

signifiant effect on the goods markets in the two coutries. A strong precondition for 

cointe@ation to exist, is that the data series should k integrateà of the same order (Le- 

the senes should share the same trend propertïes). 

The following subscction gives a brief rcview of the trend properties of the data 

and then goes on to d i s ~ s  the d t s  of stationarity tests of the relevant &ta series. 







53.1 Trend PropeW of the Data 

In order for coinkgration to be interpreted c o d y ,  the variables used in the tests 

should be integrated of the same order (or have the same numba of mots). The relevant 

variables tested for cointegration are: the Canada-US exchange rate (sd; the Canadian 

producer pria index @3; and the American producer price index @+). 

Thae are important diffêrences ktwiem a statiomy tirne series and noIlStatiomtry 

time seried4 Shocks to a staîionary time series are temporal. That is, the effect of the 

shock dissipates, and over tirne the SeTies reverts to its long-nm mean level. Also, the 

variance of such a series is finite and not time dependent. In contrast, a nomtationary 

series, when shocked, has no long-nui mean to which it retums, and it has a time 

dependent variance which go« to infinity as time approaches infinity. 

Consider the simplest of nonstaîioaary processes, a random w& without drift: 

where q is a white noise error term with zero mean and constant variance (8). The 

variance of x, is: 

(5.7) Vm(x3 = t8, 

aud becornes infiaite as t h e  approaches infinity. The series can be made rtMionery by 

fm diffe~encing: 

(5.8) xt-+! =G. 

Now the mean is constant and the variance (82 ) is hite. So the xr series cm k descn'bed 

as a Merence stationary series. Since this series re~uired one round of differencing to be 

'' The discussion oa trends, unit mots, md sûitionniry ù bascd on Chipter 5 otCuthberrPon, Hall and 
Taylor ( 1 W!), and Chaptet 4 of Enders (1995)- 
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ma& stationary, it can also k descrikd as king integmted of orda one ( I(1)), or it can 

be described as containing a unit root 

There are a number of tests avaiiable to detemÿne the order of integration of each 

of the series of interest. A comrnon test is the Augmented Dickey-Fuller test (Dickey and 

Fuller, 198 1). This test hss the foliowing fonn: 

k 
(5.9) x, =a, +a,t+a,x,-, +C,.,p,bt,, +", 

w k e  x, is the log of the series, and k is chosen so uiet t&e residuals are white noise. 

This test assumes uiat the errors, m m  k staîiSfically independent and have &constant 

variance. 

Phillips and Perron (1 988) have developed a more gewral procedure whkh ailows 

for milder assurnptions conceming the distribution of the enoa. The Phülips-Perron test 

can be motivated by expanding on equation (5.6): 

(5.1 O) X, = OI~tII  + ot 

(5.11) xt = #Q + @lx[-r + ~lr 

(5.12) x, = + + B(t - T/2) )+ f i  

where T = the number of observations, and the disnubance term f i  behaves such that Efi 

= 0, but there is no requinment that the dishubance t e m  is serially mconelated or 

homogeneous. Equation (5.10) serves as the nul1 hypothesis against the alternative 

equations (5.1 1) and (5.12), wbac (5.1 1) contains a cirift terni (h), and (5.12) contains a 

drift term (a) and a trend term (PYt - T/2)). The Phillips-Perron test statistic, Z(ta+)), is 

used to test the hypothesis that CP = 1. Tabie 5.1 displays Z(,aq for the CaDadian 



pmducer price series, the American producer price series, and the Canada-US exchange 

rate series. 

The d t s  for the Phillips-Perron test on log-levels indi- that it is not 

possible to reject the nuil hypothesis of a unit mot for any variable, in any period niat 

is, ail the variables are at least I(1). By nmning the same test in first dinerences, one can 

test the nuii hypothesis of 1(2) against the dtcrnative of I(1). The d t s  indicate that for 

each variable and each period it is possible to mject the null hypothesis of 1(2) with 99?h 

level of confidence. 

The CUSuM and CUSUMSQ tests suggest the presence of a structural break in 

the PPP relationship. When t h m  are structural breaks, the Dickey-Fuller and Phillips- 

Perron test statistics are biased toward the non-njection of a unit root (Enders, 1995)- 

Perron (1  989) develops a formai procedure to test for the presence of a unit mot over the 

whole data set when the point of the structurai break is-known. 

In this case, Perron's test wii i  be applied to the Canadian producer pnce series, the 

American producer prices series, and the Canada-US exchange nite series. Consider the 

following nul1 and altemative hypotheses: 

(5.13) &Y, = a, + a,y,-, + p,D, + 6, 

(5.14) A,:y, =a,  +a, t+p,D, +E,  

where 9 = 1 for ail  t greater thaa 1989 and zero otherwise, and Dp = 1 for t equal to 

1989 and zero otherwise. The d hypothesis assumes a one the  jump in the level of a 

unit mot process versus the aitemative hypothesis of a one time change in the intercept of 



Table S. 1 Phillips-Pem Unit Root Tests on The Variables of the Trivariate Mode1 (st, pl, f i*)  

Variable: si P * pi 

Period: 1974~1 to 1996: 1 
Log-levels -1.7171 -2.1 503 -2.2767 
1 st - 1 7.1030' - 1 3 .6880a - 1 1 .4460a 
Differenced 

Period: 1974:l to 1988:12 
Log-levels -0.24007 -0.78430 - 1.2258 
1 st - 1 4.666' -1 1.917' -9.6 1 02a 
Di fferenced 

t Period: 1989: 1 to 1996: 1 
Log-levels -2.3582 - 1.2704 -1,1216 

Di fferenced 
N@t: Thc criticai value for rhc Z(iae) slalistic Ir 401 for a 9% confidcnce Itvtl ,  and the supcrscripi "a" indicatcs rcjtciion of the nuIl hyporhcsis, 



a trend Statioaary process. The test is C8mtd out by dencnding the series of interest while 

taking into accotmt the structurai break (Le, estimatmg the alternative hypothesis), aud 

then testing the detrended series (Le., the residuals h m  the alternative hypothesis) for 

mit root behaviour. If we let the YI reprisent the residuals b m  the estimation of the 

alternative hypothesis, then the detrended &es is estimated ushg the foiiowing 

equation: 

Lag length, k, is chosen so that the residuais in (5.15) are serially uncorrelateci 

(white-noise). The results of the estimation for the three variables are displayed in Table 

5.2. The I statistic on o, for all of the variables does not exceed the critical value of -4.42. 

As a mult, the nul1 hypothesis that these series represent unit root processes with a one 

rime jump in the level can not k rejected. In fact, Flynn and Boucher (1993) carry out 

this same test for the Canadian exchange rate, and the Canadian4J.S. price level 

diffemtial assuming structural breaks at 1971,1979, and 1985. l5 Regardiess of when the 

break was assumeci, neither of the series could reject the null hypothesis of a tinit mot 

process with a one tune jume in the level of the series. 

The results suggest that each of the variables in each period are imegrated of order 

one (I(1)). These results establish the possibility that the proposecl equilibrium 

relationship describeci in equation (5.1) may also represent a long-run relationship. This 

" ïhe fm event conshCûiies a rrgime change fmm f'ûtcd to flexiile exchange tates. The ~d 
reflects a change in moaemy policy by thc W. Fedenl R a a w .  The W d  m t  reficcts the P b  A d  
which was a coordinatcd effort to devalue the dollar agahm kcy currcncies. 
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is the fïxst step in testing for cointegration betwecn the American produccr price series, 

the Canadian pmducer price series, and the Canada-US exchange rate series. 

53.2 Multivariate Cointegration 

TaLiag fht ciifferences of al1 nonstationary variables to remove any stochastic 

trend that might mise in a univariate model, is not an uncornmon pnicedure in time series 

anaiysis. More recentiy, it has been recognizeâ that the appropriate way to deaf with 

nonstationary variables may not be so straightforward in a multivariate context. It is quite 

possible that there exists a linear combination of integrated variables that is 

nonstationary. Such a combination of variables is said to k cointegrated. 

in the long-nin PPP model presented here, 

(5.16) s, = d + arp, + a*, * + pt 

behaviourai assumptions about the model require the testing of the parameter restriction 

that ai = a2 = 1 .  Funhcrmore7 if the theoiy is to make any sense at a l l  the unexplaineci 

portion of relationship, ,ut, m u t  represent short run deviations h m  purchasing power 

parity which are only temporary in nature. Cleariy, if has a stochastic trend, the errors 

in the model wiU be cumulative so that deviations h m  PPP wü1 k permanent in nature. 

Hence a key assumption of the theory is that pi is stationary. 

The problem which now arises is that we have alreaày shown that, for each period 

of interest, the various series s, p,, and pr* are di I(1). This means that over the, the 

value of each variable can change without any t enkcy  to r e m  to a long-nm mean. 

However, the theory expresscd in (5.16) aaerts that th- atisu a lincar cornbidon of 



Table 5.2 Perron Unit Root Tests on Canadian PPI, American PP1,and the Canada-US Exchange Rate 

Cdn PPI 8 0.9725 -0,5382 1.36 2.45 0.7 

US PPI 9 0.98 1 3 - 1 -937 10.98 19.57 0.7 

"l'hc lng Icngih was choscn using minimum AIC valucs. Ch- lcngîhs werc chcckcd for suial conclaiion using thc Lung-Bon-Piuw ('Q') siitistie 
reporicd by Iht SHAZAM striistical program. The critical Q slatirtic Cor a O. IO significance kvcl is  disiribuicd as ~2 with 23 dcgron of M m ,  uib 
ii is  quJ io 32.W. 
%e c r i W  I vducs rtporrcd by Ptrron (1989 - Table 1V.B) dcpcnd on Ihc ratio of lhc prc-brcsk samplc siu io the lad samplt si%. For Oiis test, thc nîio is 0.7, and the 
c r i l i d  r value al 1% signifimcc i s  -4.42. 



these nonstationary variables which is stationaqy. Another way of l w b g  at this probfem 

is to rewrite (5.16) as, 

(5.17) f i=st -d-  arp, + 

Since y must be stationaxy, it must be true that the ünear combination of right-hand-side 

variables must also k stationary. So in generai, a cointegraicd systcm describes an 

equiiibrium theory in which a combination of nonstationary variables is in fiict staîiouary 

(Engle and Granger, 1987). 

Engle and Oranger (1987) provideci the first method by which one could test the 

residuais of an equilibrium relationship for staîiodty. The method involved the 

following steps. Assume that one wanted to test for the existence of a long-run 

relationship between some variables x and y, such that: 

(5.18) y*= or +Pl&+ 4,. 

The fïrst requinment for the test to be carried out was that the two data series be 

integrated of the same order. Tests such as those done in the previous &on on mnd 

properties can be used to establish orders of integmtion. Assuming that both variables are 

I(1), the first step in the cointegration test involved estimathg, by ordinary least squares 

(OLS), the re-ion descnkd in (5.18). 

The next step involved taking the miduels b m  that regtession and ninning the 

followîng auto-regressîon: 

(5.19) M, =Cr-, + g r .  

If the nsiduals h m  (5.19) were white noise, then Dickey-Fuller tables could k used to 

test the null hypothesis that k = O. If the null hypothesis could not be rejected one could 



conclude that the residual Senes contained a unit mot (Le., they were non-stationary) and 

that the y aud x series were not cointegrated In most cases, equatiou (5.19) is tested in 

the Augmented Dickey-Fuller form (see equlttion 5.12) because the OLS estimaton of the 

long-run regression in (5.18) resuits in a bias towards the hding of staîionarity in 

equation (5.1 9). 

Two key weaknesses in the EngleGrangcr mahodology have been identifid d 

impmved upon by other tests for coimgration. The nrst wcakncss foiiows h m  quation 

(5.18). By construction, this equation implies that the m h e r  has chosen the 

dependent and independent variables. It is very ofien the case that testhg the residuais 

fiom: 

(5.20) x,= a2 + &v,+ A2r 

instead o f  (5.18) gives different results. The pnsence of cointegration should be 

indifferent to the choice of dependent and independent variable. Shce q d o n  (5.16) 

represents a thm variable equilibrium relatiomhip, using this test could result in 

ambiguou results. Furthemore, the Engle-Granger procedure has no systematic method 

of t&g for multiple cointegrating relationships in the mdtivariate contem. 

The second weakness in the methodology is that it is a two step procedure. That 

is, a long-run OLS regrrssion must be run first and then an auto-regression of the 

residuals fiom that initial OLS regession must be carried out. As a result, any mistakes 

fiom the nrst regasion will be carrieci over to the second regressioa 

Sevetal-alteniate methods have since been established which can be uscd to test a 

system of variables for cointegration. Hargrraves (1994) compares six methods (OLS, 



Augmented OLS, Fully-Modified, Thme-Sbp, Joheiisen Maximum Likeiihood 

Estimator(JMLE), Box-Tiao) via Monte Car10 simulation and concludes that the 

Johansen estimator is best as long as the sample is reasonably large (amund 100 

observations). 

The Johansen procedure (JO- 1989,199 1 ; Io- and Jltselius, 

1990,1992) is a generalized version of the EngleGtanger methodology. Consider the 

case of testiug a single variable (xt) for statiohty givm the foUowing e~uations: 

(5.21) x,=alxt-l + 4 

or 

(5 22) kt = (a1-i)xt-, + 4. 

If (ar -1) = O, then the xt series has a unit mot. If (apl) + O, then the x, series is statioaary. 

This is a simplifieci (univariate) example of the EnglcGranger approach w h m  the 

Dickey-Fuller tables provide the statinics to test the nul1 hypothesis thai (af-1) = 0. 

One can expand equations (5 2 1) and (5.22) to consider many variables with the 

following equations: 

(523) X, = Al + 4 

or 

(5.241 dr, = (AI-l)t-r + 4 

where x, and 4 are (ml) vectors, AI is an (mn) maeix of parameters, and I is an (nni) 

identity ma&. The matrix (Al-I) is often r e f d  to as the nmaaix, and the rank of that 

matru< is equel to the number of cointegraîing vectors. Intuitively, ifthe rank of IF O 

then thae is no hear combination of variables in xt that is statiomy ( i r ,  thcm are no 



cointegrating vectors). At the other extreme, if xis of fidl rank then the system is fdly 

cointegrated. The great advantrige of this methodology is that it dows one to test for 

cointegrating vectoa whiie applying various restrictions on coefficients in the equation. 

This key f m e  which allows tests of proportionality and symmetry with respect to PPP 

without having to manipulate the data has resdted in relaîively more success for PPP 

(Cheung and Lai, 1993; Crowder, 1996; Ku&r and Lenz, 1993; MacDonald, 1993; 

Pippenger, 1 993; and Serlitis, 1994). 

Note that the number of characteristic roots of q different fiom zero, is also the 

rank of n. It is the signifïcance of these characteristic roots (sometimes referred to as 

eigenvalues) which determines the number of cointegrating vectors in the equiiibrium 

relationship. Johansen and Juselius (1990) provide the critical values for such a 

signincance test when using the following test statistics: 

where ii are the estiniated values of the characteristic mots obtained fiom the estimated 

zmatrix, and where T is the number of usabie observations. The first statistic, tests 

the null hypothesis that the nwnber of cointegrating vectoa is less than or equal to r, 

against the general alternative. The second statistic, A-, tests the nuli hypothesis that 

the number of cointegrating vectors is equal to r, against the altemative that the nimiber 

of vectors is equal tu r + 1. 



The d t s  of the cointegntion tests appear in Table 5.3. Tests for couitegration 

where organized in the following manner. For each @od the îrivariate model, which 

hciudes Canadian producer prices @,), American pducer pnces (pr*), and the Canada- 

US exchange rate (sJ, were tested for cointcgrating vectors. For each period, the 

trivariate mode1 was a h  for cointegration with two resûictions. The first restriction on 

the cointegrating regression imposes the symmetry condition by req- that the 

coefficients on the producer pr ia  &es ofboth comtnes be qua1 and opposite in sign. 

The second restriction on the model Unposes the proportionality condition, which requins 

that the absolute value of both of the producer price coefficients be qua1 to one. 

For the unrestricted trivariate model, A- and ARCICC tests results suggest that there 

was one cointegrating vector over the whole data period and one cointegrating vector 

over the later data p e n d  (&et CUSTA). In the data period before the CUSTA, the test 

resuits are ambiguous. That is, the AmCC test is not able to reject the nul1 of no 

cointegrating vectors against the general alternative, while the A, test rejects the nui1 of 

zero cointegrating vectors against the specifïc alternative of one cointegrating vector. 

In testing for the symmetry restriction for the ovedl data period and the 'pst- 

CUSTA' data period, the results suggest that one can not reject the existence of this 

condition. For the pre-CUSTA period the test was not valid. 

The resuits fot the tests of the proportiodity restriction suggest that the condition 

holds over the whole pCnod but not in the sub-pend afler the CUSTA. Once again the 

testing for the period before the CUSTA did not yieid valid results. 



îhe  objective of the thesis is to assess the performance of price movements during 

the implementation of the CUSTA îbrough the application of a mode1 of absolute 

purchasing power parity. The cointegration tests have established the foliowing tesults. 

Prior to the implementation of the CUSTA, the evidence for the existence of a long-run 

relationship between producer pnces in the US and Canada is mixecl. niat is, one test 

statistic niggests that a relationship exists, whüc another test staîistic suggests that there 

was no rrlationship during this pnid A f k  the implameatation of the CUSTA, the 

evidence h m  both test statistics suggest that there is a long-run nlationship benireen 

producer pnces in the US and Canada Finaily, cointegration tests for the whole pcriod 

( 1974 to 1996) suggest that producer prices in both counaies have shared a long-nui 

relationship. 



Table 5.3 Johansen-Juselius Cointegration Tests of the PPP Relationship Between 
Canadian Producer Prices, U.S. Producer Prices, and the Canada-US Exchange Rate 

Model Period: 1974:l 40 1988: 12 Period: 1 989: 1 to 1 996: 1 Period: 1 974: 1 to 1 996: t 
Trivariote lags in VAR = 13 lags in VAR = 7 lags in VAR = 15 

The Number of Cointegrating vectors (r) 
Hypot hesis hm, Test 

Ho: r = O vs r = 1'2'3 29.97 34.8 1 33.43b 
Ho: r S 1 vs r = 2,3 1 5.00 16.98 17.59 

hm, Test 
Ho:r=Ovsr= 1 1 ~ . 9 7 ~  1 7.83b 1 5.84tb 
Ho:r=l v s r = 2  11.31 11.21 9.89 

Conclusion: r=Oorl  r =  1 r =  1 
Test for Symmetry Restriction 

(Bivariate Model) 
Hypot hesis Likelihood Ratio Test is x2(l) (with p value) 

Ho: = (4.1, -1) no test 1.24 (0.27) 0.01 (0.91) 
Conclusion: can't reject Ho can't reject Ho 

Test for Proport ionality Restriction 
(Univariate Model) 

Likelihooà Ratio Test is X2(2) (with p value) 
Ho: p=(1.-1, 1) no test 4.00 (O. 14) 5.56 (0.06) 

Conclusion: can't reject Ho reject Ho 
'Indicates significance aî 0.0 1 level 
'lndicates s iy i f i cacc  at 0.10 kvel 





an idea as to whether integration is in the process of o c c d g  (in the PPP sense), as 

opposed to the 'yes' or 'no' answers we would get h m  cointegretion tests. The 

application of Haldane and Hall's convergence d y s i s  to assess the level of integration 

of nvo international markets after eade liberalisation has been attempted by Mwsa and 

Bhatti (1995) for Aristralia, New Zealand, and theUnited States. Although the 

assessrnent in that paper employed an interest rate p&îy modei, the d y s i s  done here 

reproduces their methodology for the purchashg powcr @ty model. 

The most important 8ssumption underlying m o a  regression models is that 

coefficients of the explanatory variables remain constant over the ,  for dl observations. 

Some regression models have considemi this assumption to be too restrictive and have 

set up systems of regression equations which allow variation in the coefficients. 

Some of these models are based on economic theory and as a d e ,  involve 

nonstochastic, systernatic coefficient vaxiation (e.g., personal changes in behaviour or 

changes due to techaological pmgress). At the m8croeconomic level, the idea of 

coefficient variation was enhanced by the Lucas (198 1) critique. 

The Lucas critique is based on the ide& that poticy changes influence 

macroeconomic coefficients through the changing expectations of economic agents. As 

policies change, expectations and macroeconomic variables arr thought to adj- 

accordingiy . 

'Ibis thesis împiies that the CUSTA can be viewed as both a otnicnnal change 

(e-g., through lower tariff barriers) and a policy change (e-g., promotion of a more open 

economy) ai the macroeconomic level. By dowing the coefficients to var- in the 



absolute PPP eqwtion, it may be possible to see if the structural and political change 

initiated by the CUSTA has had the desired effect on the coefficients. 

5.4.1 Econometrics of the KPlman Filter 

The econometrics of the Kalman filter presented h m  wiil be kept as simple and 

brief as possible.'6 The presentation will relate OLS results to the estimation of recursive 

least squans, and then address the details of the Kalman nIta using information already 

presented to explain recucsive least squares estimation. 

First we begin with the general ma& representation of the general (k variable) 

where y is a (ml) vector of n observations on the dependent variable, X is a (mk) maaix 

of k independent variables, a is a (ml) vector of unknown parameters, and p is a (ml) 

vector of disturbances. The well known OLS fomiula for the vector of unknown 

Assume that observations ony and al1 Xvariables are available from p&od 1 through to 

period t. One period later, there will be another observation, y,,, on the dependent 

variable, and another set of observations on the k independent variables. Let the original 

coefficient estimate k at and the let the one period forward coefficient estimator be at+l. 

l6 Thrcc deçaild and complctc sources arc: Cuthbemo~ Hall, and Taylor. ' S m  models and the 
Kaiman film.'m Appiied Eco110111mic T i .  1992 (Chaptcr 7); Harvey, Andm C. 'Applications of 
the Kalman Filter in Econometrics,' ESM 13, Ahvmces in Econometrics, 5th WwlclCongress, 1987, VOL 1. 
(Chaptcr 8); and Hamilton, James D. 'S&pace Models.' Handbook of Eco11omenics. 1994. Vol IV. 
(Chapter 50)- 



One way ta estimate a(+[ is by updating the Xand y maûices with the new information in 

period t+ I and then calculate (528). In fact, it is also possible to calculate a,+, by ushg 

ut as a base and adding an adjusmient which is based on the new observations nich that: 

(5929) a,,, =a, +K,*,CV,+, -x;,,aJg 

The expression in the brackets is equal to the resl9dU8j of a rrgression-based forecast for 

@od r+ l ,  computed on the basis of the coefficient &mate, ah that feflects aii the data 

up to and including period t. This merasive residuai is then mdtiplied by the vector K in 

order to wmpute the necesary adjustment to the parsmeter vector a. K is tirne dependent 

and is computed as follows: 

Equation (5.29) together with equation (5.30) together form a recursive algorithm for 

updating estimates of the coefficient vector o. When al1 available observations have been 

processeci, the final estimate of atwiii be quai to the Ieast squares estimate. The next 

step is to refomulate the recursive least squares algorithm in the context of the Kahan 

filter- 

If the disturbances in an OLS regression are normdy distributeci, then coefficient 

estimates meet two cnteria They represent the rmmmmh C L .  on of the sum of the squared 

residuals, and they aiso represent the coefficient cstimates which maximize the likelihood 

of the observations ony, givm X. The Kalmen filter methodology reflects the second of 

these two criteria That is, each pericxi we have a prior klief about the disteibution of the 

unknown parameters, a, and we update this prior kiief based on new obsmations in this 

period 



nie Kalman filter spbcification quires  tm, equations, as in the case of recursive 

least squares. The first mat& equation is called the obsewation or measurement 

equation: 

(5.31) y, = x , q  +u, . 

This equation is extremely similar to the general fodation of the k variable linear 

mode1 in (5.27) except that the coefficient vector, q is now time dependent. The second 

ma& equation is used to describe how the "state vector", a ,  adjusts in each pexiod. For 

our purposes, the tme value of a is constant over time so its dynamics can be descnbed 

by : 

(5.32) a, = a,.~ . 

The meamernent and state equations of the Kalman filter are both required to rnake 

estimates of a feasible. Where the Kalman filter depans from the recwive least squares 

approach is in the aImost unlimitesi n u m k  of possible adjustment dynamics that could 

be described by the state equation (5.32). For example, if the unknown parameters are 

thought to exhibit autoregressive behaviour, then the state equation could be represented 

by the following: 

(5.33) ut= 0.9 a,-1 + vt. 

where v, is an independent disturbiiace tem. 

Using standard Kalman filter notation, (5.3 1) and (5.32) can k rewritten as 

follows: 

(5.34) zr = H' + ut, var@) = R 

(5.3 5 )  x, = X,,l 



where x now stands for the unknown b e t e r s ,  and H represent the matrix of current 

observations on the explanatory variables. Ifwe let P, = o2 (X,'X, )-' , then the algorithm 

for this application of the Kalman filter is as follows: 

(5.36) Kt = C-H;[H,P,-H;+R,]- '  

(5.37) 4, =[I -K ,H, IP , -  

(5.38) x,, =x,- + KJs, - H,xt-] 

(5.39) P,,,,, = 4, 

(5*40) x, ,,,, = x,, 

The system of equations fiom (5.36) to (5.40) can be explaineci intuitively. Like 

the gain or adjustment factor calculated for recursive least squares in equation (5 .XI), 

equation (5.36) represents the vector which needs to be applied to the cumnt recursive 

miduals in order to compute an adjusment to the vector of regression coefficients: x. 

Hence, equation (5.38) is equivalent to equation (5.29) and represents the calcuiation of 

the updated x. Finally equation (5.37) represents the update to the covariance matru< of 

the coefficient estimates, P. These three equations correspond exactly to the recursive 

ordinary least squares a1gor.m and are standard for the dismte-the Kalman filter 

equations. Equations (5.39) and (5.40) reptesent the speciai case of a constant coefficient 

vector, but are slightly dinerent due to their time subscripts. The notation t- indicates 

estimateci values for the parameter vector and its associated covariance m e  at t h e  r 

just prior to observing the value of the variable &and the explamtory variables 8, One 

then cornputes the residual error (t - HA-) and procecds to adjust the parameter vector x, 



the new cstimatt of which is denotedx,+~. The covariance matrix is updated in the same 

way h m  P, to Pw . 

Consider the following simple numerid example which assumes a Kaiman filter 

when the state vector is constant. Let x k the sample mean for a growing number of 

obsewations on the variable 2. The obsewation equations and the stateupâate equation 

for this case of a angle constant and unknown state variable are as folows: 

(5.41) zt=xr + ut, var@) = 1 

(5 -42) X, = ~ t . 1  

(5.43) XI. = O 

(5.44) Pl .  = 100. 

We assume an arbitrary initial estimate of the mean equal to O, and 100 for the associateci 

variance. Let the initiai observation, 21, be equai to 1. 

In step one we compute the gain vector: 

(5.45) kl = (1001101). 

The initiai estimate of x can then k adjusted for the £ht time, given the error and 

the adjustment factor with which to multiply the forecest emn. 

(5.55) XI+ = O + 0.99(1-0) = 0.99 

The uncertainty of the new esthate is drastically reduced as follows: 

(5.56) PI + = (1-0.99) 100 = 1.0 

Due to the simplicity of the state update equafion, the values of a + and Pi + apply 

without change to the position of the systcm just kfore the second obsmation becornes 



available. If we let the second observation, 21, be 4, then the following d t s  are 

derived: 

(5.57) kZt0.5 

(5.58) XZ+ = 0.99 + OS(e0.99) = 2.49 

(5.59) Pz+ = (1-0.5) 1 .O = 0.5 

The example is quite straightforwarâ, and should show a farniliar pattern. In each period, 

a pnor distribution on x is combineci with an observation on z a produce a posterior 

estimate of the distribution for x, which in tum m e s  as a pnor distribution for the next 

obsmation. The application of the Kalman filter in this p a  considers a shghtly more 

complicated exampie where the state equation assumes an autoregreuive fom. 

5.43 Application of the hlmm Fiiter 

As in Moosa and Bhatti (1995) and Diakosawas (1995). the methodology used 

here is to allow time varying coefficients through the application of the Kalman filter. 

For simplicity, the Kalman filter notation will not be changed h m  the usual OLS 

notation as in the previous section. AsJume the following measurement equaîion: 

(5.60) yt=@t +, 

where y, is the exchange-rate-adjusted Canadian producer price index, xt is the US 

pmducer @ce index, and the variance of p, û fi. The change in the state vector, fi, 

foilows the process: 

(5.61) f i  = fi.! + a 



where the variance of v, is m ,  f i  and are independent, and s and mt are assumed to ùe 

known. Equations (5.60) and (5.61) are the respective 'measunment' and 'state' 

equations which make up the state space mode1 which defines time varying pararneter 

models. 

If we have an estimate of Ar and its covariance matrix Gr, then the updated 

estimate, fi, given y, and xt is found using the foliowing system of equatiom: 

(5.62) st = + mt 

(5.63) & =st - stg'(xPcXt'+ n ~ '  x#, 

(5.64) /% =a,+ ~ ; ~ , h ; ' @ r x t  a-r) 
These 1st three equations make up the 'updating' algorithm which dows a to Vary over 

time. To use this aigorithm, the following infiormation was supplied: A the initial state 

vector, &, the initial covariance mat& of the states; nt, the variance of the measurement 

equation; and m,, the variance of the change in the suue vector. The initiai information 

for & and nt was supplied by an OLS cegression of equation (5.60). The initial state 

vector was set to zero, and the initial variance of the change in the state vector was set to 

0.00 1 times nt. ' ' 
The results of the application of the Kalman filter aigorithm to equation (5.60) are 

shown in Figure 3. This chan shows both the change in the constant and the change in 

the coeficient over the. It is evident that the coefficient vector approachcs 1 over tirne 

while the constant vector approaches O. The coefficient vector secm to approach one 

" T'hc initiai infornuton was c b o ~  accordhg to the RATS usas manuai and 3s suggestion for the use of 
the Kalman fitter in a time varying bmewok 



arormd 1985, whiie the constant vector appears to breaks towards zero ktween 1988 and 

1990. 

5.5 Summa y of Resuits 

The CUSUM and CUSUMSQ tests suggest structural instabiiity in the PPP 

relationship bctween Canada and the Unitecl States. From the d t s  of the CUSUM test, 

the instability seems to be due to obse~yations which occur inimediately after Jmuary, 

1989. 

The Jobsen-Juselius rnultivariate cointeption tests suggest that there was a 

ioag-run ~iationship between Canadian producer prices, American producer prices, and 

the Canacia-US exchange rate over the period 1974 to 1996. The data set was also broken 

into two subsets representing the time mods 1974-1988, and 1989 to 1996. 

Cointegration tests on the pre-CUSTA sub-pend were ambiguous. One test statistic 

suggested no cointegraiion in PPP relationship, while another test staîistic suggested that 

the variables of interest were cointegrated. For the pst-CUSTA sub-penod, both test 

statistics suggested tbat the variables in the PPP mode1 were cointegrated- 

The Kalman fïiter was used to analyse the behaviour of the constant and the 

coefficient in the PPP reiationship over the time period of the data set The constant 

seemed to approach zero around implementation date of the CUSTA(1989). The t h e  

varying coefficient vector seewd to approach one, but it did so in the 'early eighties. 





CHAPTER 6: DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

in Chapter 2, product price convergence was presented as a necessary outcome of 

a successful FTA. This expected outcome was based on a number of assumptiom in the 

various models of market integration. The empirical examination of product price 

convergence involved three econometric tests. Overall, the tests led to mixed results with 

respect to the success of the CUSTA. The following discussion reviews the results of 

each test and then attempts to address the following key questions. The first question 

asks whether or not the statistical identification of price convergence is possible. The 

second question asks whether or not complete price convergence is a reasonable 

expectation. This section then concludes with some comments on the thesis. 

In the process of examining the movements of producer pnces durhg the 

irnplementation of the CUSTA, the fint r e d t  was denved fiom stnicniral break tests. 

The structurai break tests mggested a significant change in the stability of the coefficients 

in the PPP equation around the time of the CUSTA. This instability couid be interpreted 

as the effect of the CUSTA on some existing PPP relationship between producer pnces in 

Canada and the US. Although the result does not imply success of the CUSTA, it does 

aiiow one to attribute some significance to the t h e  it was implemented in relation to the 

PPP equation. If the eqyation in some way refiects any convergence of producer pdces in 

the two couutries, Uien it rnight be the case that the CUSTA had a signincant influence on 

this movement The next test would hopefully esîablish whether or not this signifiant 

influence was positive. 



The sccond test used to examine price movements attempted to look for the 

pnscoce of a long-term PPP rrlationship between Canada and the US. For this 

cointerpation test the full data set was broken into 'pre' and 'pst' CUSTA paiods. Kit 

was found that producer prices were ody cointegrated after the CUSTA, then this would 

be evidence to suggest that the CUSTA had a signifïcant effect on product market 

integration through pducer prices. The cointegration tes*, gave mixed results. Two test 

s&tiostics indiaïteci that producer prices wcre cointegratd d'ter the CUSTA, while these 

wune two test statistics gave mixed d t s  for cointegration in the pre-CUSTA pexiod. 

Furthemore, when using the fidi data set, both test statistics gave evidence for 

cointegration over the whole period. Overali, the cointegration rests could not establish a 

long-term rehtionship in producer prices between Canada and the US. 

The third aoalysis used to examine prke movements attempteâ to address the 

shortcomings of the 'dl or none' approach impiied by the previous cointegration tests. If 

it is the case, as in the CUSTA agreement, that price convergence of some Liad is not 

expected to be cornpiete mtil some point in the fiitwe, then tests which assume structurai 

stability (e.g., the cointegration tests) would k biased agaiast rrjectllig cointegration over 

the p e n d  of intercst. The application of the Kaiman fiiter was an attempt to bridge this 

gap. This filta assumes that the PPP relationship is undergohg structural change over 

the period of interest. When the tune varying values of the PPP coefficients were plotted 

the resdts were suggestive of price convergence, but this convergence seemed to kgin 

kfore the CUSTA was implmmtted. As a resuit, the convergence in pducer pnces 

couid not be amibutad specificaiiy to the CUSTA. 



Overall, these d t s  lead to two questions. F h t ,  even when admowIedging 

some price dispasion as inevitable can one detect market integration over tirne as 

demonstratsd by a gradual move towards grrater price convergence? The m e r  is 

possibly. The m l t s  of the Kalman flter indicate prke convergence is o c c h g .  

Howeva, there are two problans with this resuk F i  the analysis is subjective in that 

it simply involves visual interpretation of a trend in a grapht Second, the îrend does not 

seem applicable to the CUSTA since the move tomads convergence s c a ~  to have kgun 

before the implementation date of the CUSTA To answa the question defïnitively, 

there needs to be a fomlal convergence test. The anaIysis done here was a subjcctive 

interpretation of trend lines on a graph. Haldaue and Hall (1992) have pmented a 

hypothesis test that could be implemented using this filter, but the methodology has yet to 

be widely applied or cntiqued 0th techniques are available and have k e n  applied to 

addmsing the question of price convergence in the context of market integration. For 

instance, Langhammer (1987) examined the European goods market integration via p r i a  

convergence by looking at cost of living indexes for a number of capital cities. He fond 

"modest" price convergence, but his approach was not applicable in this examination due 

tci, among other reasons, a ladr of data. It seems that a f o d  and widely applied test to 

detect increasing market integration may not be far O& but even if one existed, there 

would hevitably be issues regardiag the q d t y  of the data 

Asswing thaî there mis a well established econometric techniquef the next 

requirement to k able to search for evidence of the pnce convergence wodd k a proper 

data set. The data set here was macle up of producer price indexes which were aggrem 



at the national level. To keep in lhe with the assumptions of the Shibata (1967), Rice 

(1 W), and Richardson (1995) models, the data should refïect two characteristics. 

Products for which prices are measined in different 1ocatio11~ shouid be perfect substitutes 

and the level of disaggngation of the data should be at as high a level as possible. 

It was indicated that the mixed remlts in this paper lead to two questions. The 

second question is about expectations, and asks whcther or not the CUSTA shouid be 

expected to bring about complete price convergence, and ifwt, why not? The anmer is 

no. The reasons can k exBmitled by loohg at some of the Wors th leaâ to deviations 

in PPP in the presence of economic shocks. 

Dombusch (1976,1982, 1987% 198%) proposes that deviations in PPP reflect 

speed of adjwtment differences in wages, asset markets, and goods markets. In his 

words, 

"These [deviations] can arise fiom divergent speeds of adjustment of the 
exchange rate compared with wages and prices. Particularly when flexible 
exchange rates behave like contracts, the= is rwm for relative prices to 
show nlatively persistent deviations fkom PPP ... Theoretical approaches to 
support the relative stickiness of prices can rely on the presence of long 
term contracts combined with oligopolistic pricing in goods markets. A 
mode1 of impcrfect cornpetition is a key ingreàient in PPP deviations. 
Less-than-perfect substinision means that we me not deaiing with law of 
one price and arbitrage, but with the fin113 decision to set relative prices" 
(Dombusch, 1987b, p. 1079). 

Based on the comments of Dombusch, absolute product pnce convergence could 

be said to depend on t h e  factors: the degree of market integration in a specific industry, 

the extent of substitution between domestic and foreign variants of products in a specinc 

industry, and the de- of market imperféction (ranghg fkom @edy cornpetitive to 
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These three &ors have a directecteffect on the mixeci rzsults for the CUSTA The 

models in this paper have suggested that a smaii countq, by opening up, can take 

advantage of world markets and enjoy price reductions in proportion to tarifreâuctions. 

This assumption assumes perfectly competitive markets. ifmarkets are less than fiilly 

competitive, then absolute price convergence is an unnasonable qectation and the 

industrial organization approach proposed by Dombusch becomes relevant to the trade 

iibefalization issue. Furthemore, if absolute price convergence is unreasonable, then it 

may be the case that a statistical test need only show "partiai" price convergence. In any 

case, the CUSTA cannot be expected to bring about absolute pnce convergence in 

producer pnces or consumer prices. 

In conclusion, there are a number of models with which one could approach the 

study of market integration via nade b e d b t i o n  This paper used a PPP econometrk 

mode1 to examine the relationship between producer pnces in Canada and the US. The 

results could not establish with statistical signifïcance that the CUSTA has resulted in, or 

is the cause oc producer price convergence between Canada and the US. Therefore the 

interim statistical assessrnent of the paformance of the CUSTA is inconclusive. 

There is, however,' re1ativeIy strong evidence that the two markets are integrated in 

the perïod which the CUSTA hPs been in force. This suggests that transportation wsts, 

transaction wsts and the remaining trade bamks are not of dEcient importance to 

prmnt prices fiom acting as appropriate signahg mechanisms upon wbich resource 

reallocationsmust be  made in order to capture gains fiom d e e  It has been suggested 

that one of the major Canadian motives for negotiating a FTA with the US was to aiaue 

the acisting high level ofmarket access which aiready aàsted in the 1980s in the face of 



rishg US pmtectionism. This thesis provides evidence thaî this objective has been 

achieved since the advent of the CUSTA 



Territorial Application -Frontier T d c  - Customs Unions and Free Trade Areas 

1. The provisions of this A p m e n t  s h d  apply to the metropolitan customs 

tenitories of the contracting parties and to any otha customs territories in respect of 

which this Agreement has been acceptecl unda Protocol of Provisional Application. 

Each such customs territory shall, exclusively for the purpose of the temtorial application 

of the Agreement, be treated as though it were a contracüng psrty', Providod thaî the 

provisions of the paregraph shail not be consmicd to m a t e  any rights or obligations as 

between two or more customs temtones in respect of which this Agreement has ken  

accepted under Article XXIV or is king appiied under Article XXXIII or pursuant to the 

Rotocol of Provisional Application by a single contracting part'. 

2. For the purpose of this Agreement a customs temtory SM be understood to 

mean any territory with respect to which separate tariffs or other regulations of commerce 

are maintained for a substantial part of the trade to such temtory with other territones. 

3. The-provisions of this Agreement shall wt be construed to prevent: 

a) Advantages accordai by any contracting party to adjacent countries in order to 

facilitate fiontier f l c .  

b) Advanmges accordeci to the trade with F m  Temtory of Trieste by countnes 

contiguous to that territory, provided that such advantages are not in codict with the 

T d e s  of Peace arising out of the Second World War. 

4. The contracthg @es recogniP the desirabiiity ofinctea~ing b d o m  of 

trade by the development, through voluntary agreements, of closer integration between 



the economiesof the corntries @es to &ch agreements. They a h  rccognize that the 

purpose of a customs union or of a fke trade area shouid be to facilitate trade betmai  the 

constituent temiton& and not to raise barriers to the trade of o h  contracthg parties with 

such territones- 

5. Accordingly, the provisions of this Agreement shall not p m n t ,  as beniveen 

the territories of contracting parties, the formation of a customs union or of a k e  trade 

area or the adoption of an interim agreement necessary for the f o d o n  of a customs 

union or of a fm trade ana; Provided that 

a) with respect to a customs union, or an interim agreement leading to the f o d o n  of a 

customs union, the duties and other regdation of commerce imposeâ at the institution of 

any such union or interim agreement with respect to trade with contracting parties not 

parties to nich a union or agreement shall not on the whole be higher or more restrictive 

than the general incidence of the duties and regdation of commerce applicable in the 

constituent temtories prior to the formation of such union or the adoption of such interim 

agreement, as the case may be; 

b) with respect to a f k e  trade a m ,  or an interirn agreement leading to the 

formation of a fine trade a r a  the duties and other ngulations of commerce maintaineci in 

each of the constituent texritories and applicabIe at the formation of such fiee trade a m  or 

adoption of such interïm agreement to the trade of contracting parties not included in such 

area or not parties to such agreement shaii not be higher or more testrictive than the 

cocre~p~nding duties and other regdation of commetce existing the same constituent 



temtories prig to the formation of the fke trade area, or interirn agreement, as the case 

may be; and 

c) any interim agreement refemd to in sub-paragraphs (a) and @) shali include a plan and 

scheduie for the formation of such a customs union or of such a fke trade area within a 

reasonable length of the. 

6. If, in fulnlling the requirements of sub-paragraphs S(a), a cuntracting party 

proposes to hcrease any rate of duty inconsistent with the provisions of Article II, the 

procedure se!t forth in Article XXVIII shaii apply. In providing for compensatory 

adjustment, due account shall be taken of the compensation alnady afforded by the 

reductions brought about in the comsponding duty of the other constituents of the union. 

7. 

a) h y  contracting party deciding to enter into a customs union or a fice trade ares, or an 

interim agreement ieading to the formation of such a union or am, shall promptly notify 

the contracting parties and shall make available to them such information regarding the 

proposed union or area as will enable them to make such reports and recommendations to 

contracting parties as they may deem appropriate. 

b) If, after having studied the plan and schcduie included in an in- agreement r e f d  

to in paragaph 5 in codtatioa with the @es to the agreement and taking due accousit 

of the information made available in accordance with the provisions of sub-patagraph (a), 

the contracting parties find that such agreement is not iikely to resuit in the formation of a 

customs union or a fke M e  area within the perioâ contemphted by the parties to the 

agreement or wch a period is not a reasonabie one, the contracthg parties &ail make 



recommendsitians to the parties to the agreement The parties shall not maintain or put 

into force, as the case may be, such agnement if they are not prepared to modify it in 

accordance with these recommendatioas. 

c) Recommendations shall k commtmkated to the contracting parties, which may 

request the contracting parties con& to c o d t  with thcm if the change seems likely 

to jeopardize or delay unduiy the formation of the customs union or of the k trade area 

8. For the purposes of this Agreement: 

a) A customs union shall k understood to mean the substitution of a single customs 

territory for two or more customs temtories, so that 

i) duties and other restrictive regulations of commerce (except where necessary, 

those permitteci under Articles XI, XII, XII& XIV, XV, and XX) are eliminated on 

substantially ali the trade between the constituent territories and the union or at least with 

respect to substantially dl the trade in products originating in such temtories, and 

ii) subject to the provision of paagraph 9, substantially the same duties and other 

regulations of commerce are applied by each of the membcrs of the union to the trade of 

temtories not included in the union; 

b) A fiee trade area shail be mderstwd to mean a group of two or more customs 

temtories in which the duries and other restrictive regulations of commerce (except whm 

necessary, those permitted under Articles XI, XII. XIII. XIV, XV, and XX)  are eluninated 

on substantially ail the trade between the constituent territories in pmducts origiaating in 

such territories 



9. The-preferences referred to in paragrapb 2 of Article 1 shall not k affecteci by 

the formation of a customs union or fk trade ares but may k eliminated or adjusted by 

means of negotiations with conîracting @es afT" This procedure of negotiations 

with afTected parties shall, in particuiar, apply to the elimination of preferences required 

to codom with the provisions of paragraph 8 (a)(i) and paragraph 8@). 

10. The contractbg parties may by a two-thirds majonty approve pmposals which 

don not fully comply with the quirements of paragaph 5 to 9 inclusive, provideci that 

such pmposds lead to the formation of a customs union or a fkec üade ana in the s e w  

of this Article. 

1 1. Taking into account the exceptional circumstances arising out of the 

establishment of India and Pakistan as independent States and recogniPng the fact that 

they have long constituted an economic unit, the contracthg parties a p  that provision 

of the Agreement shall not prevent the two wudes fkom entering into special 

arrangements with respect to the truie between them, pending the esteblishrnent of their 

mutual trade relations on a definitive basis. 

12. Each contracting party &ail take such masonable measures as may be 

avdable to ensure observance of the provisions of this Agreement by the regional and 

local governments and authorities within its territory 
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